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In the first part we develop the theory of finitely determinate structures, that is, structures on 
which the dual quantifiers "stay" and "az" have the same meaning. Among other general 
results, we prove a criterion for L(m)-equivalence of finitely determinate structures, and prove 
that every uncountable finitely determinate structure has an L(am)-elementary substructure of 
cardinality co,. We introduce a stronger notion of L(a)-elementary substructure and prove for 
this notion a theorem on elementary chains of finitely determinate structures. In the second part 
we apply our general theory to algebraic systems. Among other applications we prove a strong 
form of elimination of quantifiers for modules, and we prove the decidability of the L(40a)- 
theories of abelian groups, C, R, G, ml and rat-sets 
0. Introduction 
The study of stationary logic was begun by Barwise et al. [1], following a 
suggestion of Shelah [29]. In their paper Barwise et al. proved Completeness, 
Compactness and Omitting Type Theorems for L(az) (as well for infinitary 
versions LA(za)). The study of stationary logic was further advanced in the thesis 
of Kaufmann [18], in which-among other things - back-and-forth criteria are 
developed and applied to determinate structures. In this paper we pursue the 
investigation of finitely determinate structures with particular emphasis on appli- 
cations to algebraic systems. We give a useful characterization of finitely determi- 
nate structures, study notions of L(az) -elementary substructure, and prove de- 
cidability and elimination of quantifier results for a number of algebraic theories. 
We assume familiarity with Barwise et al. [1]. We shall deal exclusively with 
L(az), that is, finitary stationary logic. A structure is called finitely determinate 
(the terminology comes from Kaufmann [18]) if it satisfies all instances of the 
scheme 
(Det) aS Yx(aztcp(x, s, t)Aazt icp(x, s, t)] 
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where cp ranges over formulas in L(az). (Here s, x etc. denote finite sequences of 
variables. ) On a finitely determinate structure every formula is equivalent to one 
in prenex form (i. e., with all the second order quantifiers in front) (cf. Lemma 
1.1). 
The characterization of finitely determinate which we prove says (very roughly 
and for cardinality wl) that A is finitely determinate if and only if it has a filtration 
by countable sets such that increasing n-tuples from the filtration are "indiscerni- 
ble" by first-order logic (Theorem 1.3). We give a criterion for L(az)-equivalence 
of finitely determinate structures in the same spirit (Theorem 1.7). 
In Section 2 we prove that every finitely-determinate uncountable structure has 
an L(az)-elementary substructure of cardinality w, (Theorem 2.6). This is in 
marked contrast to the result of Harrington, Kunen and Shelah that the existence 
of L(az)-elementary substructures of cardinality w, of all structures is independent 
of ZFC (see Barwise et al. [1; footnote, p. 222]). We also introduce a stronger 
notion of L(w)-elementary substructure (Definition 2.2). The Downward- 
Löwenheim-Skolem theorem fails for this notion even for finitely determinate 
structures (see Lemma 2.8), but an elementary chain theorem holds (which fails 
for the weaker notion) (Theorem 2.9 and Example 2.10). Corresponding to the 
two notions of elementary substructure we consider two notions of elimination of 
quantifiers (Theorems 2.13 and 2.14). We also define L(aa)-model-complete in 
terms of the strong notion of elementary substructure. 
In Section 3 we observe that many of our results, since they depend only on 
semantical considerations, continue to hold for the K-interpretation (i< any regular 
cardinal) in which as means "for almost all sets of cardinality <K". 
In Part II of the paper we consider algebraic structures. In Section 4, we prove 
that every module (over a countable ring) is finitely determinate and give a 
complete set of invariants for L(az)-equivalence, based on the first-order 
invariants of Monk and Garavaglia (Theorem 4.3). As a consequence of a strong 
elimination of quantifiers result (Theorem 4.5), we prove that if A is a pure 
submodule of B and A is L(az)-equivalent to B, then A is a strong L(Va)- 
elementary substructure of B. We also prove the decidability of the L(az)-theory 
of abelian groups. In Section 5 we prove that the L(m)-theories of C, R, Up are 
L(az)-model-complete and decidable, and that any relation on them which is 
L(va)-definable is in fact L,,,,,, -definable. In Section 6 we prove that the L(aL)- 
theories of w, -n and w, and the L(m)-theory of w, -like dense linear orderings 
are decidable, and give a new proof of a result of Barwise and Kunen that every 
L(az)-definable relation on w, is L.. -definable (Theorem 6.5). We also prove 
that every q, -set is finitely-determinate (Theorem 6.6), and that the L(az)-theory 
of ql-sets is complete and decidable (Corollary 6.7). Finally in Section 7 we 
construct Boolean algebras, rings and groups which are not finitely determinate. 
Since the second-order quantifiers are trivial on countable structures, we shall 
implicitly assume throughout the paper that the structures we consider are 
uncountable. In an abuse of language, we shall call a cub set in P., (A) a cub in A. 
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Note that v<µ means v; µ and v#tL; similarly for AcB. 
Our results on the L(m)-theory of abelian groups (viz. 4.8,4.9 and 4.11) have 
been obtained independently by Baudisch [3]. 
Part I: The general theory 
1. Finitely determinate structures 
Our goal is to characterize the finitely determinate structures and to give a 
criterion for L(a)-equivalence of finitely determinate structures. 
Let us say that a formula YI of L(az) is in prenex form if hr has the form 
Qoso ... Q, S. O(S0 ... S. ) 
where O(so """ s) has no second-order quantifiers, and Q; is either ea or stat. In 
general not every formula is equivalent to one in prenex form (see 6.9). However, 
assuming the scheme (Det) the situation improves. 
Lemma I. I. If c (s, x) is any formula of L(az), there is a formula I'(s, x) in prenex 
form such that (Det) F aas Vx(cp H 'I'). 
Proof. The proof is an induction on the construction of cp. If we assume the 
logical connectives are V, A, -i, and aa the only ones which present any difficulty 
are V and -i; V is taken care of by the diagonal intersection scheme; -i is taken 
care of by the scheme (Det). 
Definition 1.2. An wl-filtration of A is a cub which is isomorphic to w, under c_ . 
An w, -filtration of A can be viewed as a continuous increasing chain of countable 
substructures indexed by wl whose union is A. 
Theorem 1.3. (1) Suppose A is a structure of cardinality w l. Then A is finitely 
determinate if and only if there is an wl-filtration {A I v<w, } of A which satisfies: 
(*) for all k, n, r¬w, if k--n, vo<" " "<v,, <oh, µo<" " "<µ, <<w and 
a0,. .., a, E 
A% fl A,,, where vj = µf for j<k, then (A, A, 0 """A,, 
ao... ar)_(A, A,,, o ... 
Ate, ao... ar). 
(2) A structure A is finitely determinate if and only if for each m-tupfe (m; R!: 0) 
A0, ... , A, _, of countable subsets of A there is a cub'(A0 ... A, n_1) such that: 
(* *} for all k, n, rEe if k-, --n, A0,..., Ane A0, A' are countable subsets Oe ", n 
of A such that A0, Aö E T(O), A; E c(AO "". Az _1), A; e rc(AO "". A; _, 
) 
for i=1,..., n, and a0,..., aEAkf1Ak where A. =Ai for j<k, then 
(A, Aa ... An, ao ... a, ) -=(A, Aö ... An, ao ... a, ). 
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Proof. For the sake of notational convenience we will give the proof of sufficiency 
in (1) only, leaving (2) - which follows along similar lines - to the reader. If 
{A I v<co1} is an w1-filtration of A satisfying (*) we will show that for all 
formulas cp(so """s,,, xo """x, ) of L(ac) and all v,,.. ., v, µo, ... ,tL, a= 
(ao,..., a, ) as in (*): 
(i) Ak cp[Ao """ At, , a] 
if and only if Ak cp[A,,, a " 
A, a]; and 
(ii) Ak (azsc V azs-i cp[Ao """ A_,, a]). 
Since (ii) implies Ak (Det), this will suffice. The proof is by induction on 1, the 
number of second-order quantifiers in cp. Assume I=0. Then part (i) is just the 
hypothesis (*). To prove (ii), suppose AVazs-icp[A, "" A, a], so there is 
some v > vr_1 such that 
aý. Ak cp[Ao ... Ay^, 
By (i), 
Ak cp[A, ... Av_,, A, a} 
for all v> v_,. Hence Akc iscp[A, """A, ,, a]. Now assume 1>0 and the result is true for formulas with sI -1 second-order 
quantifiers. We may suppose that cp = azs+, YJ where 11' has at most 1-1 
second-order quantifiers; this is because (ii) above is enough to put cp in prenex 
form (cf. Lemma 1.1). Suppose va, ... , v, µo, ... , p.,,, aý 
(aO,, (a0,., a, ) satisfy the 
hypotheses of (*) and suppose Ak <p[A,,,, " A,, a] i. e., Ak 
azs+, W[A0 """ A,, a]. Then there is a v+, > v,, such that 
Ak 1I[Aýý... A,, A,,,, 
1, a]. 
By induction, whenever µ+, >g,, we have 
Ak T[A,,,,, ... AN,., A,.,.. 1, a]. 
Thus Ak cp[A,,,, "". A,,,,,, a]. So (i) holds, and (ii) follows as before. 
We sketch a proof of necessity in (1). Another, independent, proof will be given 
in the course of the proof of Theorem 2.6. Replacing functions by their graphs we 
may assume that L has no function symbols. Moreover by the w, -completeness of 
the cub filter we may assume that L is finite. Then for any r, k, n, mew there is a 
finite set 2=2: r, k. n. m of 
formulas Q(s,...... sk_,, sk, ... , sn, x(,, .., Xr) of quantifier 
rank m which determine all quantifier rank m-types of sk, ... , s 
in a structure 
of the form 
(A, "V( , ... , Ak _, 
a(... a, ) 
«r, k, n, m is what Kaufmann [18; Definition 1110.31 calls a full set of m-complete 
formulas). 
Since A is finitely determinate, 
Ak«zS QZSk-1 VXCaSk taSn_I [tLS V Q-ý V azs fJ. 
(7¬ OEZ 
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So by definition of I, 
Ak Q2Sp " 4aSk_1 
VX 
QZSk xzSn-1 V AzSnQ. 
OEý 
After n steps we have 
tý ýlWSO ."" MSk-1 
VX acSk """ t2MSQ1. 
EE 
Therefore, by Lemma 1.4 following, there is an wl-filtration % of A such that if 
A=A,, c --"c Ak_I is an increasing sequence from c, then for any a in A, there 
is a Or, k. n. mEI such 
that there is an w, -filtration ý0,. k.,,, , 
(A, a) such that for all 
Bk C ... c Bn in 'ýOk. n. m+ 
Ak Qk. n. m[Ak 
B, a]. 
Then by the diagonal intersection property and the w, -completeness of the cub 
filter, there is an a,, -filtration A=U, ., 
A, such that for all r, k, n, m if vo< """< 
v,, < w, and aE Ak, then 
Ak Q[A, a]. 
The fact that the criterion is considerably simpler for the case of a structure of 
cardinality wl is explained by the following: 
Lemma 1.4. Let A be a structure of cardinality Wl and let P= P(sl, ... , s, 
) be a 
property of n-tuples of countable subsets of A. Suppose A azsl """ azsP. Then 
there is an w3-filtration {A,, Iµ <w, } of A such that P(A """A,,,, ) holds whenever 
1' <... <Vn<Wl. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. Since the case n =1 is clear, suppose n>1 
and the result holds for n -1. Suppose Ak ass, """ aasP. Then by induction 
there is an w, -filtration {AN, I p. <w, } of A such that casP(A0 """A, _) 
holds 
whenever vo <".. < v_,, i. e., there is a cub . 
(vo """ vn_, ) such that for 
all BE 1C(v,, """ vn-, ) P(At0 """ A. _,, 
B) holds. We may suppose that 
19(v """ v_, ) is a subset of {A jv<w, }. Let rß = {A `A E c6(v0 ... vn-t) 
whenever v0 <"""< v_ t< µ}. By the countable completeness and the diagonal 
intersection property of the cub filter, le is a cub. But now if Po< """< vn and 
A,,,,, ... , 
A, belong to le, then A, E'(A, """ A, _, 
) so P(A. """A, ) holds. 
The following result due to M. Kaufmann shows that Lemma 1.4 fails for 
structures of cardinality > wl. Obviously ww2 satisfies the hypothesis of the following 
lemma. It is not known if wz is finitely determinate', but by Theorem 6.6 an 
712-set is a finitely determinate structure satisfying the hypothesis of the following 
lemma. 
Theorem 1.5 (Kaufmann). Suppose (B, -) is a linear order such that every subset 
of B of cardinality w, has an upper bound. Let 9(s, t) be (3y)(t(y) A 
Vx(s(x) -b x< y))). Then Bk xs, ztO(s, t) but there is no cub `e in B such that for 
allsctincß, B1B(s, t). 
Recent work of Seese and Mekler shows that every ordinal is finitely determinate 
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Proof. Let Iß be a cub in B. Let B' be any subset of B of cardinality o,,. For any 
u, v in B' define sets Su, Su,,, ET as follows. First pick S° E? so that uE Su. Then 
pick S',,, E C' so that S° U S° c S°, ,,. 
In general if SU", S",,, have been defined pick 
z > every element of U {SZ ý,: u, vE 
B'} and choose S"" E `ß so that SU U {zn} c 
S"+' and S+' E `ß so that S" U Sn+1 U Sn+1 c Sn+' for every u, v r= B'. For any u u, v u, u uvu, v 
uE B', let Su =U new 
Su; pick VE B'- Su and set Su, v 
U 
neu' 
S. Then Su, 
Su,,, ET and S. c S. But if yES.,,,, then yE Su, v 
for some n; soy < zn E Sü+' c Su 
Therefore B k--10 (Su, Su,, ). 
We are now in a position to show many structures are finitely determinate. 
Theorem 1.6. (1) If T is a first-order theory, then T has a finitely determinate 
model of cardinality (. ),. 
(2) If T is an L(az)-theory which is w, -categorical, then every model of T is 
finitely -determinate. 
Proof. (1) We can assume that T has built-in Skolem functions. By the method of 
indiscernibles of Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski (cf. [7, §3.3]), for any infinite linear 
ordering (X, <) we can find a model, M, of T such that (X, <) forms a set of 
order indiscernibles for M, M is the Skolem hull of X, and any automorphism of 
X extends to an automorphism of M. Let (X, <) be 0"w, and M the model 
described above. Filter X by letting X. =0"v and let M,, be the Skolem hull of 
X.. To establish (*) it suffices to show that for any vo < vl, To< Tj and isomorph- 
ism f: Xo -> X,, there is an automorphism, f' ý f, of X such that f' maps X, onto 
X,,. This is easy since 
X-X,,, =X= X-XT, and X., -X, =0 -X, r, -X,. 
(2) If T is a first-order theory, then (2) follows immediately from (1). To prove 
(2) in general we make use of the proof of the Theorem 3.5 of Barwise et al. [1, 
pp. 186-1871. We use the notation of that proof. Suppose 
(t) TE-stat t 3x(stat sip n stat si p) 
for some formula c'(t x, s). Construct models Xt = ýJ Gt' JV 2=U (f2 ff aE. J Off GE411 d of 
T as in Theorem 3.5. Let S; tat,, y denote the stationary subsets of w, used in 
constructing X', and let them be chosen so that for any c, c' in C and any p, p' in 
P, we have 
2 
at s,, p [c'. p'J 
is stationary. (tt) Satat sp[c. pl 
n S%t 
(This can be arranged by partitioning each S; tat,. [c, pt 
into w, disjoint stationary 
parts. ) Now suppose that there is an isomorphism f: H' Y. There is a cub T in 
w, such that for each aeT, f ,. Gtr is an isomorphism of . 4& onto X, 
2,. By (t) for 
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some sequences aE Iß, MEX we have 
, Ni k (stat scp A stat Si ')[At ä, m]. 
By (tt) there is some ße 19 such that 
F+ E 
Sstat 
sip[ M, m] 
nS 
slat S- Vj uö 
But then 
x' 
Y 7{At , 
Ä(ßi, ml 
and 
X2 I APL a, ß, f (m)]" 
So f is not an isomorphism, contradiction. 
We write A =., B if A and B are L(az)-equivalent i. e., satisfy the same 
sentences of L(az). If K is a class, Thm(K) denotes the set of L(z)-sentences 
true in all elements of K. We write Th. (%) instead of Thm({S2C}). 
Theorem 1.7. Let A and B be finitely determinate structures. 
(1) If A and B are of cardinality wl, A is L(az)-equivalent to B if and only if 
there are w, -filtrations {A I v<w1}, {BT ITr<wl} of A and B such that whenever 
vo<" " "<v, we have 
(A, A,... A, ) _(B, Bvo... Bj 
(2) For A and B of arbitrary (uncountable) cardinality, A is L(Oa)- equivalent to 
B if and only if for each m-tuple (m = 0) of countable subsets A0,..., A, _1 of 
A 
(B0,.. 
., 
B, 
_, of 
B) we have a cub (4A(Ao """ A, _, 
) ('B(Bo """ B, _1)) with 
the property that if AOE IC(4) (BOE TB(cb)) and A, E (eA (A0,.. ., A; _1) 
(Bi E 1913(Bo ... Bi-1)) for i =1, ... ,n -1, then 
(A, Ao ... An_1) = (B, Bo ... Bn-i)" 
Proof. Again we will prove only (1). Suppose that {A Iv<w, } and {Bv v< wl} 
are w, -filtrations satisfying the hypothesis in (1). We may suppose also that these 
filtrations satisfy (*) of Theorem 1.3. If cp is a sentence of L(, w) there is by 
Lemma 1.1 a sentence T= azso """ azs,, O in prenex form such that (Det) I- qHT. 
Suppose A T. Then for some (and hence all) increasing n-tuples vo <""< v 
we have A O[A1,0 """A, J. By the hypothesis in (1), Bk 9[B,. B,,, ]. Hence 
Bkcp. 
Now suppose A=-. B and IAI = IB1= W1. Let {A Iv <wl} and {B. <&), ) be 
w, -filtrations satisfying (*) of Theorem 1.3. Suppose vo <"-"<v,,, ro <-""< 7 
and 9(so """ s) is a formula with no second-order quantifiers and free variables 
so, .... s. By 
(*) Ak O[Ao """ Aj if and only if Akc zso """ . asO if and only if 
Bk azso """ azsO if and only if Bk @[B0 " B,, j. So (A, A, """Aj 
(B, By(,... B, ) 
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Given structures A and B for a language L with no function symbols, let 
(A, B, Ax B) denote the structure whose universe is AUBU (A x B) and whose 
relations are the distinguished subsets A, B and AxB, the projection functions 
and the relations of A and B. For lack of a better name call (A, B, Ax B) the 
enriched direct product of A and B. Forming enriched direct products preserves 
elementary equivalence (cf. [9, Theorem 0.12]). (We assume there are no function 
symbols in order to avoid partial functions on the domain of (A, B, Ax B). ) 
Lemma 1.8. Suppose A, B are finitely determinate structures for a language L with 
no functions and A °@ C, B =_ D. Then (A, B, Ax B) is finitely determinate and 
(A, B, Ax B) =a, (C, D, Cx D). Further there a first-order sentence Ali' such that the 
class of structures (C, D, Cx D) with C °_ A and D =_ B is axiomatized by 'I ' 
and the relativized versions of Th_(A) and Thm(B). 
Proof. We can assume all structures have cardinality w,. Choose {A Iv< 0), ) and 
{Bý I v<w, }, filtrations of A and B satisfying (*) (Theorem 1.3(1)). Filter 
(A, B, Ax B) by letting (A, B, Ax B) = A, U B,, U (A, x B, ). Suppose v0 <"""< 
V., µo <"""< µ and a, b, (a', b') are as in (*) (where aEA, bEB, 
(ä, b') EAx B). Since forming enriched direct products preserves elementary 
equivalence, 
((A, Ay0, ... , A, a, a'), 
(B, By0, ..., By,, b, b'), Ax B) 
((A, A,,,..., A, a, a'), (B, Ba,..., BN,., b, b'), AxB). 
Hence (*) holds for this filtration. So (A, B, Ax B) is finitely determinate. 
The proof that (A, B, Ax B) = (C, D, Cx D) is similar. The necessary sentence 
'I' is the one which describes the projection functions. 
As a consequence, we have: 
Theorem 1.9. If T,, T2 G L(as) are decidable theories with only finitely determinate 
models then so is Th, (K) where K is: 
(i) the class of enriched direct products of models of T, and models of T2 
(assuming L has no function symbols); 
(ii) the class of direct products of models of T, and models of T2; or 
(iii) the class of disjoint sums of models of T, and models of T2. 
Remark. The preservation of finite determinancy by finite products and disjoint 
sums is proved in Kaufmann [18]. 
A familiar result of first-order logic is that satisfaction is absolute. This does not 
hold for stationary logic. Suppose M is a countable transitive model of ZFC. 
Choose AEM such that A!: -: w1 and both A and m, -A are stationary. By 
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Baumgartner et al. [4] there are models McN of ZFC such that wi=W; ' and 
Nk "A is not stationary". So 
E, A) k stat s (sup sEA )" 
and 
Nk "(w,, ¬, A)k azsi(sup s EA)". 
(This remark did not originate with the authors of this paper. ) However, 
satisfaction for finitely determinate structures of cardinality w, is absolute. 
Theorem 1.10. Suppose Mc N are transitive models of ZFC and &),,, = 0),. If 
Mk "A is finitely determinate" and JAI' = w,, then Nk "A is finitely determinate", 
and for all sentences cp E L(. az) MV "A k cp" if and only if N k"A k cp". 
Proof. We can assume the universe of A is ml. By Theorem 1.3 we can choose, in 
M, an w1-filtration, {A I v<aw, }, which satisfies (*). We also impose the condi- 
tion that the universe of each A is some a<c,,. This can be obtained by taking the 
intersection of two cub's. Clearly {A Iv< w1} is a cub in N. In N, {A Iv< w1} 
satisfies (*), since this is a question of the satisfaction of sentences of L, which we 
know is absolute. Finally if cp is a sentence of L(az) we can choose a sentence 
Ill = . azso """ aas -10, where 
0 has no second-order quantifiers and (Det) l- cp H T. 
Choose vo < ", "< Now Mk "A k T" if and only if Mk "A k 
@[A,, ""A,., _Since 
this last is absolute, Nk "A k 0[A,,, ... A, ]". Hence 
Nk "Ak 4". 
In the above proof the hypothesis JAI = w, is used both to show the filtration is 
unbounded and to show it is closed. We originally asked whether Theorem 1.10 
was true without the assumption IAI = w,. J. Barwise pointed out that if K is an 
uncountable measureable cardinal in M, then Prikry forcing [17, p. 470] gives a 
model N where cf (K) =w and all cardinals in M remain cardinals in N. So if 
(K, <) were finitely determinate2, then we would have the desired counter 
example. By the methods of Section 6, we can prove W' K is finitely determinate 
where W is an q, -set. So (W' K, <) provides a counterexample. This example 
shows that even if we demand all cardinals be preserved, we need further 
hypotheses on N before Theorem 1.10 can be generalized to the case IAI> W,. 
llN It is conceivable that if we demand o =o, wM= w2 and Nk "0# does not 
exist", then whenever Mk "A is finitely determinate", Nk "A is finitely determi- 
nate". The demands insure that every cub for A in M is unbounded in N. The 
assumption that wM = w2 seems necessary, because if Mk 2x0 = K, there is a 
generic extension M[G] such that w; '= wi`E°I and cfMl'3 (w2)=w (see [17, p. 
289]). 
'Which it is! 
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As a further illustration of how satisfaction changes from one model to the 
next, we consider L.  
(the u); `-stage of the constructible hierarchy). It is not too 
hard to show L.  
is finitely determinate if and only if 0# exists. Suppose Vk "0# 
exists". We can find an inner model Mc V such that uwml = wl and Mt "0# does 
not exist". So (L. )M = 
L.,. No generic extension of M which preserves W, 
satisfies "L.  
is finitely determinate". Yet M has an extension (namely V) which 
preserves wl and which satisfies "Lw, is finitely determinate". 
2. L(az)-elementary substructures 
If we attempt to carry over as many results as possible of first-order model 
theory to stationary logic, it is natural to consider L(az)-elementary substructures. 
In Barwise et al. [1] it is asked whether every uncountable structure has an 
L(az)-elementary substructure of cardinality w,. This turns out to be independent 
of ZFC (given the consistency of the existence of a super compact cardinal) (see 
the footnote to 9.3 of that paper; see also 6.10). However, as we shall show, if the 
structure is finitely determinate, then the answer is always affirmative. We shall 
also consider a stronger notion of elementary substructure, where the answer is 
not always affirmative even for finitely determinate structures, but which has some 
other nice model-theoretic properties (for example, a version of the lemma on 
elementary chains holds). 
Suppose A is a substructure of B; we say A is an L(az)-elementary substructure 
of B if for any sequence a0,. .., a, of elements of A, 
(A, a0 """a, ) =m (B, ao """a, ). (This is the definition intended in Barwise et al. 
[11. ) The following is due to M. Kaufmann. 
Theorem 2.1 (Kaufmann). Suppose A and B are finitely determinate and A is an 
L(. az)-elementary substructure of B. Then 
(1) If IBS = w,, there is an w1-filtration {B,, Iv <wl} of B such that for any 
vo< """< v <cw, and any ao, ... , a, in A, if a; E B,, 
for all j=0, ... , r, then 
(A, BoflA ... B. nA, ao... a, )=-_ (B, B,... B1 , ao a, 
). 
(2) For every m-tuple Bo .. B, _, of countable subsets of B, there is a cub T(Bo """ B, _, 
) in B such that whenever BoeI¬(¢), B. ESß(B0 --"B; _, 
) for all 
i= 1,..., n, and a, EB,, nA for all j= 0,. .., r, then 
(A, Bo nA... Bn n A, a0 ... a, ) =m (B, Bp ... Bn, a0 ... a, ). 
Proof. We shall prove (2). (Part (1) then follows from Lemma 1.4. ) For every 
formula cp(so """s,,, X0 """x, ) and every sequence a= (ao, ..., a, ) 
in A, if BF 
va scp[a], then there are cubs reB (Bo """ B, _, 
) which witness to this. And 
similarly if Ak «L scp[a] there are cubs 'ßÄ (A0 """A, n_, 
) which witness to that 
fact. Define SA (Bo " .. B,,, _, 
) _ {S E P_, (B) :S E'ßB°(B0 """ BM-1) if aES and B1= 
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aascp[a]}. Define IeA(Ao """ A, _, 
) similarly. Moreover, by cutting down we may 
assume that for every S in'B(Bo """B,,, _, 
), S fl A EWA(Bo nA""" B, _1(1 
A). 
Now suppose Bo E iß$(4), Bi+1 E rßB(Bo """B; ) for all i=0, ... , n-1, and sup- 
pose Bk cp[BO """B,,, a] where aE Bo fl A. Since B is finitely determinate, either 
B1 azsq [a] or B Iazs i [a], but by the definition of the cubs '(B0"""B; ) we 
must have Bý vasgp[a]. Therefore Ak oasq [a], and since A is finitely determinate 
the same kind of argument shows that by definition of the `VA(A, ""A; ), 
Alc [Bo fl A" B fl A, a]. 
We obtain the stronger notion of elementary substructure by deleting the 
hypothesis on a in the above theorem. (This definition arose out of correspon- 
dence with M. Kaufmann. ) 
Definition 2.2. A substructure A of B is called a strong L(aa)- elementary 
substructure of B (denoted A-<., B) if for every m-tuple Bo """ B, _, of countable 
subsets of B there is a cub`'(B0 """ B, _, 
) such that whenever BQ E iß(4), Bi c= 
T(BO """B; _, 
) for i=1,... ,n and a; EA for j=0, ... , r, then 
(A, Bo nA... Bn n A, a0 ... a, ) -m 
(B, Bp ... Bn, ap a, ) 
If B has cardinality w l, the definition assumes a simpler form. 
Theorem 2.3 Suppose A is a substructure of B and IB I= w1. Then A-<,,, B if and 
only if there is an c), -filtration {B I v<w, } of B such that for all vo<" "" <v,, and 
allao,..., a, inA, 
(A, Bo nA... B,. n A, ao ... a, ) =m (B, Bo ... B., ao a, ). 
Proof. (=>) Let 
P= {(B(, """ B) n-tuple of countable subsets of BI for all rEc.,, all 
ao,..., areA, (A, B0nA... B,, nA, a0... a, )=(B, B0... Bn, ao... ar)}. 
By hypothesis Bk azs, """ «LsP. The result follows immediately from Lemma 1.4 
and the countable completeness of the cub filter. 
Corollary 2.4. Suppose A is a substructure of B, A and B are finitely determinate 
and , BI=w,. Then A. <S, B if and only if there is an wl-filtration {B, ý v<wl} of B 
such that whenever vo <"""< v, (A, B, fl A""" B1, (1 A) is an L,,,. -elementary 
substructure of (B, Ba """B, ). 
Proof. This follows immediately from the theorem and Theorem 1.7. (There is an 
analogous result for B of arbitrary cardinality involving the'(B0 """B, _, 
) which 
we will not bother to state. ) 
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Later we shall give examples to show that the weak and strong notion of 
elementary substructure are not the same even for finitely determinate structures 
(see 2.8 and 2.10). 
The following result shows that the notion of strong L(a)-elementary substruc- 
ture is well-behaved. 
Theorem 2.5. (1) If A<$, B and B<,, D, then A<BtD. 
(2) If A<., D and B<,, D and AcB, then A<gtB. 
Proof. If AcB and `' is a cub in B, define `c fl A= {S f1 A: SE %'}. It is routine 
to show that if `ß' is a cub in A, there is a cub V in B such that CC" cT and 
r nA c- V. 
(1) Let WB(Do """D,,, _, 
) and `'A(Bo """B, n_1) 
be cub's in D and B respec- 
tively which witness that B <,, D and A <., B. Choose i'(4) to be a cub in D such 
that ce(4) c ßßB (0) and 'ß(o) fl B c- TA (¢). In general choose re(D0, ..., D, _1) c 
`ßB (D0, ."", Dni_1) and such that 
ßß(D1, 
... , D, _1) 
nBc TA (D0 (1 B, ... , 
D, 
_, 
fl B). Suppose DoE Iß(0) and D; +, '¬(D0,.... , D; 
) for i c_ n. Then for any 
a0,..., a, EA, 
(A, Do(1A ... D,, nA, ao... a, )(B, DonB ... D,, nB, a0... a, ) 
(D, Do... D,,, as... a) 
(2) For D,,.. -, D, _, 
let rß(Do """ D_, ) and ''B(Do """ D+, ) be cub's 
which witness that A <,, D and B <D. Let e'(Do " D, _, 
) = 
'A (Do ... D, -, 
) n 1ßB (Do ... D, -, 
). Let `ß(¢) = iß'(4) fl B. For B0¬'(4) choose 
D(B0) E'ß'(4) such that D(B0) D Bo and let ßß(B0) _ «ß(D(B0)) fl B. In general 
suppose we have Bo c"""cB,,, -2 and 
D(Bm) c"""c D(Bo ... B, -z) such that: 
D(B,, ... B1) nB=B;; D(B, ... Bj+j) E `ß'(D(B1),... , D(BI ... B, )); 
and 
Bj) =ß'(D(BI) ... D(B1, ... , Bj)) n B. 
If Bm-1 E 1O (B0 ... B,,, -2), choose 
D(BO ... Bm-i) E SO'(D(B0) ... D(BO ... Bm-i)) 
such that D(B0 """ Bm_1) f1B= Bm_1 and let ßß(B0 """ Bm_, ) = T(D(BO) 
D(BO """B, _1)) fl B. Then for any a= ao """a, in A, 
(A, B0 nA... B, -, n A, a) = (A, D(B0) nA... D(B0 ... Bam, -, ) n A, a) °m(D, D(B0) ... D(Bo ... Bm-, ), a) 
13.... D(Bo... Bm-, )nB, a)=(B, Bo... Bm-,, a)" 
Now we shall prove the existence of (weak) L (ca)-elementary substructures of 
finitely-determinate structures and at the same time give another proof of 
necessity in Theorem 1.3. 
Theorem 2.6. Let A be a finitely determinate structure of uncountable cardinality. 
Let X be any subset of A of cardinality . w,. There is a finitely determinate 
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L, (aa)-elementary substructure A' of A of cardinality cal which contains X. 
First we prove a lemma. 
Lemma 2.7. If A is finitely determinate, there is a cub ' in A such that for all 
BET: 
(1) for 'all ao, ... , a, E 
A, (A, B, ao ... a, 
) is finitely determinate; and 
(2) for all 1P(so) E L(ai), Ak gf[B]q AI azso'I'. 
Proof. For each formula T(so) e L(ca) such that Ak «cs01I', let T., be a cub 
which witnesses this. Let `ß =f {',,, i+I' as above}. Suppose BE `ß and aEA. 
Since A is finitely determinate, 
Ak Qzso Vxo """ xr ap t Vy[Stät u (s0i x, t, y, u) -a uU P(s0, x, t, y, u)]. 
Hence 
Ak , wt Vy[stat uT(B, a, t, y, u) - «zu (B, a, t, y, u)], ] 
i. e., (A, B, a) is finitely determinate; (2) holds by definition of T and the fact that 
either Akas,, T or Ak ozso-i IF. 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Fix a finitely determinate structure A. If AO """ A are 
countable subsets of A and ao """a, EA such that (A, AO """ An, ao """a, ) is 
finitely determinate, let S'(A0 """ A, ao """a, ) be a cub as in the above lemma, 
with the additional assumption that if BE 1C(A0 """A,,, ao """a, ), then 
(B, AO """ A, ao """a, ) is an L. -elementary substructure of (A, AO """A,,, 
ao """a, ). Using the countable completeness and the diagonal intersection prop- 
erty of the cub filter one may define by induction a closed chain {A; Iv< cvl} of 
countable subsets of A such that whenever vo <"""<v,, <g and a0,. .., a, E 
Aµ, 
then (A, A'0 """A;,,, ao """a, ) is finitely determinate and Aµ¬ 
rß(A; 
o"""A;, ý, ao """a, 
). Moreover in defining A, 1 we can make it contain any 
element (or countable number of elements) we desire. Let A' =U <.  
At,. 
We claim that A' is finitely determinate. We shall verify (*) of Theorem 1.3 for 
the co, -filtration {A;, Iv< uwl} of A'. Let vo <... < v, µo <"""< µ, and a= 
(a0,... , a, 
) be as in (*). First we shall prove by induction on n that 
(A, A vo ... r, a)=--(A, A,,. ... A, a) (2.6.1) 
(note the A instead of A'). Suppose 
(A, A Vo ... A',, -,, a) 
k T[Al I 
Then by Lemma 2.7(2) (since A, ecß(Aý, a """A;,. _,, a)) we 
have 
(A A' A, 
-,, a)kaas 
W 
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Hence by induction 
(A, AIL .. Aµ, -,, 
a) k is s1 I' 
and therefore by Lemma 2.7(2) 
(A, A',. A{+n-tt 
a)k'Y[A .] 
Thus (2.6.1) is proved. Now we shall prove 
(A', A A,, « .. A' , a) - (A', A µ0 ... A µ,, a). 
(2.6.2) 
By the additional assumption on the ßß(A0 """ A, ao """a, )'s we have by the 
Tarski Lemma on elementary chains that if a> v and a>tk, then 
(A', Al, ... A,., a)> (Av, A% -- Al,, a) (2.6.3) 
and 
(A', A. ... A'., a)> (A, ', Aµ ... Aµ., a). (2.6.4) 
Then (2.6.2) follows from (2.6.1), (2.6.3) and (2.6.4). This completes the proof 
that A' is finitely determinate. (It also proves necessity in Theorem 1.3(1) since if 
A had cardinality w, to begin with we can assume A' =A since we can include 
any w, elements in A'; then by (2.6.2) the w, -filtration {A', Iv <W11 has the 
property asserted in Theorem 1.3(l). To prove the necessity of (**) in Theorem 
1.3(2), let 
'CI(AO,... 
> 
An)= n c'(A0,..., An, aý. 
OE Aý 
The verification that (* *) holds for these cubs is the same as that of (2.6.1): 
It remains to prove that A' is an L (, w)-elementary substructure of A. Suppose 
a= (a( ...... a, ) E A'. We must prove that (A', a) =_, 
(A, a). Since both A and A' 
are finitely determinate it is enough to consider sentences in prenex form. 
Suppose (A, a) kaz s """ aas,, T where tY has no other second-order variables but 
s """ sn. By the definition of the chain {A1ý Iv<w, } if "r < v <"""<v,, and aE AT, 
then (A, a) k 'P[A; "A, ]. Moreover if µ>v,,, then (A',, A;, ,""-AI., a) (A, Ate """ A' , a) and (Aµ, A% """ A%, a)< (A', A, """A;, ý, a). 
Hence (A', a)k 
'P[A A;, j Since this holds for all sequences v0 <"""< v with T< v we 
conclude that (A', a)1= aas """ arost - 
The following lemma shows how to construct structures of cardinality > W, with 
no strong L(m)-elementary substructure of cardinality w,. Of course, cot satisfies 
the hypothesis of the lemma. By 6.6 any rj2-set is a finitely-determinate structure 
with no strong L(aa)-elementary substructure of cardinality w,. 
Lemma 2.8. Suppose (B, --) is a linear order without endpoints such that every 
subset of cardinality ca, has an upper bound. Then B has no strong L(Oa)- 
elementary substructure of cardinality w,. 
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Proof. Suppose A <,, B forms a counterexample. Then there is a cub Cc in B such 
that for all B. e IC and all ao E A, (A, Bo f1 A, ao) =_ (B, Bo, a0) (see Definition 
2.2). Since JAI = w, there is abeB such that A<b. Let B0 E le such that be Bo 
and let ao EA such that (Bo fl A) < ao. (This is possible since B- hence A- is a 
model of az s 3y Vx(s(x) -> y> x). ) Then Al Vx(x E Bo nA -S ao> x), but Bk 
(b E B0 vb> a0), contradicting the choice of lß. 
Remarks. (1) The proof of 2.8 shows that a strong elementary substructure of a 
linear order is cofinal. 
(2) Results 5.3,6.1 and 6.2 (resp. 4.7) provide natural examples of theories 
such that every substructure (resp. every L (az)-elementary substructure) is a strong 
L(va) -elementary substructure. 
While strong L(m)-elementary substructures inconveniently do not always 
exist, they do have a nice elementary chain property: 
Theorem 2.9. Suppose {A In <w} is a countable chain of finitely determinate 
structures such that An. <,,, An,, for all n. Then A= U An is finitely determinate 
and A<,, A for all mEw. 
Proof. We shall give the proof only for the case that each An has cardinality w,. 
If m <n, then by Theorem 2.5(1), A, <,, 
An; so let `e (m, n) be a cub in An which 
witnesses to that fact (cf. Corollary 2.4). Let `ß(n)= nm< 16(m, n). (Let 19(0) be 
any cub in A0. ) We may also suppose that T(n) witnesses to the fact that An is 
finitely determinate i. e., lß(n) satisfies (*) of Theorem 1.3. Define a cub lß in A 
by: BET if and only if B fl A, t E c¬(n) 
for all ne co. Obviously rß is closed, and it is 
not hard to verify that `C is unbounded. Now given aE An and B0 cC Bk in `C 
we have by definition of T that for all n>Iam 
(A, BonA,... BknA,, a). < (An, BonAn... BknA,,, al 
Hence 
(Am, B() n Am ... 13k (1 A a)< (A, Bo ... Bk, a)" (2.9.1) 
Since this holds for any sequence Boc """c Bk in T and since 'ß(m) satisfies (*), 
it follows from Theorem 1.3 that A is finitely determinate. Then it is immediate 
from (2.9.1) that A, <gtA. 
M. Kaufmann gave the first example (personal communication) to show that the 
weak and strong notions of L(az)-elementary substructure are not equivalent. We 
adapt his example to obtain a counterexample to 2.9 for (weak) L (. az)-elementary 
chains: 
Example 2.10. There is a chain {A InE W} of finitely determinate structures such 
that for all n, A is an L(aa)-elementary substructure of A+1 of cardinality u,,, 
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yet A=U EW A. 
is not finitely determinate (a fortiori A. is not L(ax)-equivalent 
to A). Let E be a stationary and co-stationary subset of o such that 00 E. Let 
1 +, q be the order type of a countable dense set with first but no last element. Let 
A =, r.,,, where 
T°" 
1+'" if a0E, 
t(1+ 
i) "n if aEE. 
Embed A in A+, via embeddings ea,  : -rte - -rte,, +1 such that ea,,, = 
identity if 
a0E and Ta,,, +, =1 + rj + ea ,, 
(T ) if aeE. Let A=U, A, Then A is not 
finitely determinate since Ak stat s (s has a least upper bound) but A1: 0 azs (s has 
a least upper bound). (Consider the w, -filtration of A by sets 
UU 
Tarn; 
n<wa<v 
S has a least upper bound if and only if vo E. ) On the other hand, each A is 
finitely determinate and A is an L(zz)-elementary substructure of A+, (see 
Theorem 6.2). 
Let us say that a theory T of L(z) is L(am)-model-complete if whenever AcB 
are models of T, then A<,, B. T is an L(az)-model -companion of T' if T and T' 
are mutually model-consistent and T is model-complete. Note that we make the 
definitions in terms of the strong notion of elementary substructure; the principal 
reason for this is the following consequence of Theorem 2.9. 
Corollary 2.11. If T, and T2 are both L(ca)-model-companions of T', then T, and 
T2 are equivalent i. e., they have the same models. 
Proof. The proof is exactly as for first-order logic: build a chain A c A, c A2 c 
""" such that Alk is a model of T2, Alk+, is a model of T,, and then use 2.9 to 
prove Ao = azA,. 
Definition 2.12. If T is an L(ax) theory, we say T admits elimination of quan- 
tifiers (resp. strongly admits elimination of quantifiers) if for every fi(x) (resp. 
cp(s, x)) in L(az) there is a quantifier-free formula cp*(x) (resp. cp*(s, x)) such that 
T1-Vx «Ls(cpHýp*) (resp. TFva sVx(cpHcp*). 
Theorem 6.2 gives an example of a theory (with only finitely determinate 
models) which admits elimination of quantifiers but doesn't strongly admit elimi- 
nation of quantifiers. 
Theorem 2.13. If T admits elimination of quantifiers (resp. strongly admits elimi- 
nation of quantifiers), then whenever AcB are models of T, A is an L(az)- 
elementary substructure of B (resp. A is a strong L(«a) elementary substructure of 
B). 
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Proof. We give the proof in the strong case. For each formula cp (s, x) there are 
cubs r¬B(B0 B,,, -, 
) witnessing to the fact that Bk «z s9, where 0 =t(x(cp H Y*). 
Similarly we have cubs 'ß; (A0 """ Arn_, ) witnessing to the fact that Aý «a s8. 
There exist cubs T(B0 """B, _1) such that 
CC(BD ... B,,, 
-1)C I I{VB(BO 
... Bm-1). WE L(a)} 
and such that 
T(Bo """B, n_, 
) nAgn {cc- (B0 nA""" Bm_1 n A): (p e L(. aa)} 
(cf. proof of 2.5). Now suppose Bo E S'(O), B; E ß(B0 """B; _, 
) for i=1,... , n. 
Then for any cp(x, s), (B, Bo """ B) I=Vx(ýp H q*) and (A, Bo nA"""B,, fl A) k 
Vx(cp H cp*). So for any aEA, since cp* is quantifier-free, we have (A, Bo fl 
A""" B fl A, a) k cp if and only if (B, Bo """B,,, a) k cp. 
Remark. If every model of T is finitely determinate, T admits elimination of 
quantifiers if and only if for all cp(s, x), there exists a quantifier free cp*(s, x) such 
that TýVx tz s(cp H cQ*). (cf. Theorem 2.1). 
Definition. Let T be an L(aa) theory and let I_ {Q (so, s1): nE co} be a set of 
formulas with second-order free variables so and s,. If A is a model of T and 
Q= {A Iv< Al is a chain of countable subsets of A (A -- w, ), say that A satisfies . 
if for all v+1<A, (A, A,,, Ai+1) k or,, for all new. We say that . 
describes 
w, -filtrations for T if for every model A of T of cardinality cwl: 
(i) there is an wl-filtration of A which satisfies . 
1; and 
(ii) every finite sequence of countable subsets of A which satisfies IS extends to 
an w, -filtration of A which satisfies 1. 
Theorem 2.14. (1) T admits elimination of quantifiers if whenever A, B are models 
of T of cardinality w, and f: C-B is an embedding of a substructure of A into B, 
then (A, a)aEc =-- (B, f (a))aEc" 
(2)3 T strongly admits elimination of quantifiers if there is a set of formulas 
= {a,,: nE w} which describes wl-filtrations for T such that whenever A and B are 
models of T of cardinality wl and {A I v< wl} and {B (v <o } are coo-filtrations 
of A and B respectively satisfying I and vo <"""< v < o, and f: C -+ B is an 
embedding of a substructure of (A, A0 -""A, ) into (B, B, ""-B,,, "), 
then 
(A, A0... Av., a),, c m 
(B, B0,. .. B,, J (a))a¬c. 
Proof. Part (1) is proved just as for first-order logic; so we consider (2). Given a 
formula cp(s0 """ s, xo "-"x, ), adjoin to the language new constant symbols 
' For the case when T has only finitely-determinate models, Mekler has obtained necessary and 
sufficient conditions for strong elimination of quantifiers and for second-order elimination of quan- 
tifiers. 
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co """ Cr and new unary predicate symbols So """S. Let F be the sentences: 
S1 S1 3 (i=0,..., n-1) 
and 
(i=O,..., n-1). 
Let X=10(Sc) 10 is quantifier-free and T+FFcp(S, c)--> 8(S, c)}. We claim that 
T+F+XFq(S, c). If the claim is correct, then by the L(az)-Compactness 
Theorem, for some finite conjunction cp*(S, c) of elements of X we have 
T+FF(cp(S, c)* cp*(S, c)). 
Then if A is any model of T of cardinality w, and {A Iv <w, } is an w, -filtration 
of A satisfying I and vo <... <w,, < co, we have 
(A, A,,,, """A, ) kT +F. 
Thus for any a in A (since c is not in T+ F) we have: 
(A, Avo ... A, ) k tp(S, a) ++ (P*(S, a). 
Since this holds for any vo <"""< v we conclude: 
A kazs Vx(cp(s, x) H cp*(s, x)). 
By the Downward-Löwenheim-Skolem Theorem this proves (2). 
Thus it remains to prove the claim. If the claim is false, then there is a model 
(A, A. ". A, a) of T+F+X+ i p(S, c) of cardinality u. Let Y={y(S, c)ý-y is 
quantifier-free and (A, A, a) k(S, c)}. Using the Compactness Theorem for L(aa) 
one may verify (just as for first order logic) that T+F+Y+q (S, c) has a model 
(B, B, b) of cardinality 1. Then by the hypothesis (A, A, a) =, (B, B, b), a 
contradiction. 
Corollary 2.15. Suppose there is a. which describes w, -filtrations for T such that 
for any models A and B of T of cardinality w, and for any A=A,,..... An of A 
and B= BO, ... , B of B which satisfy 
I, and for any elements a=a,,, ... , a, of A, b= b0, ... , b, of B, if (A, A, a) = (B, B, b), then (A, A, a) _-, (B, B, b). Then for 
any formula cp(s, x) of L(«L) there is a formula cp*(s, x) E (L U s),,,,,, such that 
TFazs Vx(cp H cp*) 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.14(2). 
In Sections 5 and 6 we apply Theorem 2.4 or Corollary 2.15 to show that for 
many finitely determinate structures (e. g., any module, C, R, (4p and w, ) every 
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L(az)-definable relation is L. -definable. This is not the case for every finitely- 
determinate structure: 
Example 2.16. There is a finitely determinate structure A and a formula cp (x) of 
L(az) such that there is no formula cp*(x) E L,,,,,, such that A kVx(q (x) H cp*(x)). 
Let B be a dense linear ordering of cardinality w, without end points which is 
finitely determinate. (It exists by Theorem 6.2. ) Let A be B"2i. e., A consists of 
two copies of B, one after the other. Let q (x) be the formula 
oas bey(y <x -* S(Y)) 
i. e., q (x) says that x has countably many predecessors. Then q (x) is not 
equivalent to a first-order formula since any two elements of a dense linear order 
satisfy the same type, yet if bEB, Ak cp[(b, 0)] but A1 -icp[(b, 1)]. By Lemma 1.8 
A is finitely determinate. 
3. The K-interpretation 
Let K be any regular uncountable cardinal. We can define LK(az) by letting vas 
mean "for almost all sets of cardinality < K". Define a K-cub in A to be an 
unbounded subset of P,, (A) closed under <K unions. The K-cub filter is closed 
under <K intersections. (Of course L,,, (az) is then L(QZ). ) Write A kKcp if cp is true 
in A in the K-interpretation. 
A structure is finitely determinate for L. (ot) if it satisfies the scheme (Det) 
under the K-interpretation given above. Most of the results of the previous 
sections (those whose proof does not depend on the Completeness, Compactness 
or Löwenheim-Skolem Theorems for L(arz)) continue to hold in this context. 
Among others, Theorems 1.1,1.3,1.4,1.5,1.7,2.1,2.3,2.4,2.5,2.6, and 2.8 
hold under the K-interpretation when w, is replaced by K. The proof of the 
following is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.7. 
We say A is (K, A)-equivalent to B if for every sentence 'p, A k,, cp if and only if 
B k,, gyp. 
Theorem 3.1. Let rc and k be regular uncountable cardinals. Suppose A is 
finitely-determinate for L,, (aa) and B is finitely-determinate for L(az). Then A is 
(K, A)-equivalent to B if there exist K-cubs (ý'OA(AO """ Arn_1) in A and k-cubs 
Wg(Bo """B,, _, 
) in B such that for any n-tuples A( , ... , 
An E PK(A), Bo, ... , 
Bn E 
Pa(B), if AoE (6A), At E'A(Ao ... Al-1), BoE ICe(0), B, E`¬(Bo ... Bi_1) (for 
i= 1,..., n), then (A, Ap... An)-(B, Bo. .. Bn)" 
Some of the results of Section 4 also have analogues for the a-interpretation. 
For example every module is finitely-determinate (Theorem 4.12). Moreover the 
Lk(z) and L(az) theories of modules are the same i. e., the same sets of sentences 
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are consistent (Corollary 4.14). One direction of this result is true in general, as 
the following shows: 
Theorem 3.2. For any structure A there is a structure B such that A is (K, 0i)- 
equivalent to B. 
Proof. Let T be the set of all sentences true in A in the ºc-interpretation. Then T 
is a consistent set of sentences relative to the rules of proof for L(ca); this is 
because the rules and axioms for L(va) are sound in the K-interpretation. Hence 
by the Completeness Theorem for L(va), T has a model B in the cot-interpre- 
tation. 
Remark. We could define a K-interpretation for singular K by defining a K-cub to 
be closed under <cf(K) unions. However, Theorem 3.2 fails for singular K (see 
Fuhrken [12, p. 301; 13, pp. 130,131]). Note also that the proof of Theorem 3.1 
fails since the K-cub filter does not satisfy the diagonal intersection property. 
We might also consider whether Theorem 3.2 holds for regular K if the roles of 
w1 and rc are reversed. By Fuhrken [12] this is not the case if K is inaccessible. 
And by Mitchell [24], it may not be the case even for K the successor of a regular 
cardinal if GCH does not hold. 
Questions 3.3. (1) Is every structure L(O,, )-equivalent to a finitely-determinate 
structure? If this were true, the methods of this paper could be applied to the 
study of L(Q,, ). The finitely determinate structures might play a role in L(Q ) 
model theory similar to that of the saturated structures in first order model 
theory. 
(2) Assuming say, V=L, is it true that for every successor cardinal K and every 
(finitely-determinate) structure A there is aB which is (w,, K)-equivalent to A? 
Part II: Applications and examples 
4. Finitely determinate modules 
Let R be a countable ring with identity. Throughout this section L is the 
language of R-modules (see Eklof and Sabbagh [10]), and the word "module" 
will mean left R-module. We will prove that every module is finitely determinate 
and that a suitable expansion by definitions of the theory of R-modules strongly 
admits elimination of quantifiers. In the case when R=Z, we prove the decidabil- 
ity of the L(az)-theory of abelian groups. Also, we prove that the theory of 
R-modules has an L(a)-model-companion if and only if R is coherent. 
We begin by recalling a result due to Monk [25]. (We shall use the notation of 
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Garavaglia [14,15] who independently discovered the result. ) A formula is called 
positive primitive if it is of the form 3x1 """ 3x, /18; where each 9; is atomic. For 
any positive primitive formulas cp(x), W(x) of L. in one free variable and any 
module A, let qA be the subgroup {a e A: AV cp[a]j of A, and let 
cardinality of e/(QA f1 +YA) if finite, 
ind (A, cp, tY) = 
100 
otherwise. 
Theorem 4.1 (Monk-Garavaglia). For any modules A and B, 
(1) ind (A ®B, cp, I') = ind (A, 'p, T) ind (B, cp, T); 
(2) A =B if and only if ind (A, cp, 'I') =ind (B, cp, W) for all positive primitive 
formulas q (x) and 11(x). 
Now if cp(x) and 'I'(x) are positive primitive formulas of L,,., and A is a module 
let us define 
cardinality qA/((PA n wA) 
indem (A, cp, )= 
{(O1 
otherwise. 
If A is a module of cardinality w,, call an w, -filtration {A I v<w1} of A nice if 
each A. is a pure submodule of A and for all positive primitive formulas 
q, (x), hlf(x) of L,,,,,, and all µ <w1, if ind_ (A, cp, T) -- w, then ind (A/AN,, cp, T) = 1, 
and otherwise indem, (A0, cp, 'I') = to and ind, a 
(A,, 
+, /AN,, <p, 'DIY) = w. 
Lemma 4.2. (1) For any positive primitive q (x), I'(x)e L_ there is a sentence &fr of 
L(. az) such that Ak qt if and only if ind. (A, cp, 1Y) - w. 
(2) Every module of cardinality o), has a nice filtration. 
Proof. (1) Let ji be the following sentence: 
arts Vx(q, (x)-> 3y(s(y)AýP(x-y)n e(x-y)))" 
(2) For each cp, T such that ind_, (A, cp, T) -- w choose a countable set X(cp, 1I ) 
of representatives of cpA/(cpA fl IPA). Then if B is any pure submodule of A 
containing X(cp, NP), ind (A/B, (p, YP) =0 (since 9ArB = (QQA +B)/B). So let AO be 
any pure submodule of A containing X(cp, W) for all pairs cp, ''F such that 
ind- (A, q, T) w. Now if A. has been defined and cp, tI' are such that 
ind_ (A, cp, W) = w1 choose a countably infinite subset Y(cp, '1') of distinct rep- 
resentatives c, A/(Aµ + ((PA f1 RYA)) and chose Aji+1 to be a pure submodule of A 
containing Y(cp, T) for every such pair q, 'I''. Then one may prove that 
ind_ (A,, +, /A,,, q, T) =w (using the fact that if BqC are pure submodules of A, 
then 
WC/B n kCfB = (qA T )CIB = ((p A T)c + B/B. 
Theorem 4.3. (1) Every module is finitely determinate. 
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(2) Two modules A and B are L(oa)-equivalent if and only if ind, (A, (p, 11) = 
indd(B, cp, tip') for all positive primitive formulas cp(x), W(x) of L. 
Proof. By the Downward Löwenheim-Skolem Theorem it suffices to consider 
modules of cardinality to,. (1) If A is a module of cardinality w, fix a nice 
W1-filtration {A,,: v<w, } of A. Let kEw, vo<" . "<v<w,, µ0<" " "<µ<wl 
and a be as in Theorem 1.3 (*). We must prove that 
(A, Avo... A,, a)_(A, A,, ý... 
A,,,, a). (4.3.1) 
By refining the filtration of A if necessary we may assume that aE A, ,=A,, -,. 
We may also assume that the structures in (4.3.1) are saturated. Then the A,,, and 
AN, are pure injective and since they are pure submodules of A, they are direct 
summands. By definition of a nice filtration and by Theorem 4.1, A,,,,, /A,,, is 
isomorphic to Aw/Aµ,, for all i=0, ... ,n (define A,., =A=A,,, 
). Then the 
identity map on Ak_, extends to an isomorphism of Ate, onto A,,,,, which in turn 
extends to an isomorphism of Ak onto A,,,,,. In the end we obtain an automorph- 
ism of A which fixes a and takes A,,, onto AN,,. 
Thus (1) is proved, and (2) is proved similarly using Theorem 1.7. 
Remark. It follows from the proof that two modules are L(t )-equivalent if and 
only if they are L°°"-equivalent (see Barwise et at. [1] for the definition of L)") 
(see also Corollary 4.11 and Remark (3) following 6.2). 
Definition 4.4. If C(x0 """ Xk) is a positive primitive formula of L,,,,,, of the form 
kr 
3yo... 3y, (n Iriy; -X; =o) (4.4.1) 
i 1j O 
(r;; E R) and s is a second-order variable, then C(x) mod s is the formula 
kr 
3Yo... 3Yr(A S(yrilY; -xill 
of L(«L), which has s as a free second-order variable. 
Expand L, the language of R-modules by adding a new predicate symbol P,, (x) 
for every positive primitive formula cp(x) of L... Denote the new language L" and 
let T° be the theory of R-modules plus definitions of the new predicate symbols. 
Expand L" to L* by adding a new 0-ary predicate for each statement of the form 
"ind. (" cp, T) _-X" (X , w1). Let T* be Tp plus the definitions of the new 
predicate symbols. Expand L* to L** by adding for every positive primitive C(x) 
of the form (4.4.1) a new predicate symbol Q, (x, s). Let T** be T* plus the 
sentences: 
zzs Vx(QQ(x, s) H 4(x) mod s). 
Remark. It is convenient to introduce the predicate symbols QQ(x, s) which have 
a free second-order variable in order to be able to state Theorem 4.5(2) as we do. 
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(Note that Theorem 2.14(2) remains true (proof unchanged) in this setting. ) 
Alternately, we could state it in terms of an equivalence with respect to T* of an 
arbitrary formula with a Boolean combination of atomic formulas and formulas of 
the form fi(x) mod s. 
Theorem 4.5. (1) T* admits elimination of quantifiers; 
(2) T** strongly admits elimination of quantifiers. 
We will leave the simpler proof of (1) to the reader. (It uses Theorem 2.14(1), 
the methods of proof of Theorem 4.3, and first-order elimination of quantifiers 
for modules [5]. ) Before proving (2) we prove a crucial lemma. 
For a fixed nEw, let K be the class of all structures of the form '2C = 
(A, Ao --- A) where A. is a Submodule of A; +1 for i=0, ... , n. 
(Define 
Ar+1= A. ) Let K be the class of all 2C = (A, A0, ..., An) as above except that in 
addition A is a model of T°, and for each i=0, . '.. ,n and each formula i; of the 
form (4.4.1) the language of 2C includes a predicate symbol Q")(x) such that 
s? X kdx(Q'(x) C(x) mod A; ). (4.4.2) 
Thus every element of K has a unique expansion to an element of K. Let Kn W 
be the class of all substructures of K. Then one may verify that K' d is an abelian 
class in the sense of Fisher [11, p. 291]. The only non-trivial part is to verify that 
Kn, d has HER But given 
Iz 
tl 
R 
where f is an embedding and we may assume that 8, Ci c Kn, define Z 
(D, D """ D) where D=B® C/N, where 
]ýl=((f(a), -g(a)) I aEA) 
and for an atomic formula cp(v), Z kcp((b, c)+N) iff there exists (b', c') such that 
(b, c) - (b', c') eN and Zk ýp[b'] and cp[c']. Then one may check that `, 3J E K;, 
and 
f1 1,. cýýL 
commutes and f is an embedding, where f'(c) = (0, c)+ N, g'(b) = (b, 0) + N. 
Notice that every cyclic model of K;,, v is w, -presentable since the language of 
K,,, is countable (cf. [11, p. 300 and p. 305]). 
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Lemma 4.6. If s2t =(A, Ao """ An) E Kn is wl-saturated and if for each i= 
0, 
... , n, 
A. is a pure Submodule of Ai+1, then 21 is an injective element of K, d. 
(See [11, §3] for the definition of injective. ) 
Proof. By Theorem 3.10 of Fisher [11] it suffices to prove that 2C is wl-injective, 
i. e., if I ={Q(x) InE o} is a countable set of atomic formulas of the language of 
K;,, v with parameters from A which are simultaneously satisfied by an element c 
in an extension (S of 2I (where E K), then 2 is simultaneously satisfied by an 
element of %. Now the atomic formulas of K' are positive primitive formulas of n, V 
the language of K. By choosing witnesses for the existential quantifiers in those 
formulas we can find a subset B of C, countably generated over A and containing 
c, such that (letting B, = C, nB for i=0, ..., n) 
if there is a K-homomorphism 
it := (B, Bo -"" B) -+ 2C which is the identity on A, then 1T(c) satisfies I in W. 
We shall show that Tr exists. For simplicity of notation we consider the case 
n=0, but the argument is perfectly general. Suppose B is generated over A by 
{b, 
, me W}. Let 
E be the set of all :w -+ R which are zero almost everywhere. 
Let 
I=ý(t, a)EExAI Y_4(m)b, -aEBo}. 
1REw 
For each ýEE choose an element ac such that (f, at) EI (if there is one). Let 
I' = {(C, at): (ý, a, ) E I}. 
Now I' is a countable set. For any (ý,, al) """ (&, ak) in 1', 
k 
n aieBp 
ii] m 
and hence 
k 
ýA ý (m)b, -a; ECo. i=1 m 
Since W is a substructure of C! in the sense of K;, there are a, r= A such that 
k 
ýCkA J&(m)am-a, EAo. 
i=1 m 
Therefore since A is w, -saturated, there exist a, cA such that for every 
(, a) E I', >, 6(m)a,  -aE A0. Now for each a;, if (6, a) E I, then 
ae -a= 
(J, 
ý(m)bm - a) - 
(Y_f(m)bm 
- a, 
) 
E Bo (l A= A0, 
m 
so 
16(m)am 
-a= Jý(m)am- of +(at - a) E Ao. 
mm 
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So replacing b, by b,,, -a,,, we may assume that 
Jý(m)bm e Bp whenever Y_ý(m)bm E Bo+A. (4.6.1) 
mm 
Now define 
_Z(m)bm=a}. 
J ={( , a)ECXA 
11 
m 
So JsL By (4.6.1), if (4, a) E J, then ae Bo f1 A= A0. Then as before and since 
AO is pure in A we can find a;  E AO such that 
E, 
 i(m)am =a 
for all (4, a) e J. 
Replacing b,  
by b, -a, we can assume that 
jf(m)b, =0 whenever 
Jý(m)bm E A. (4.6.2) 
mm 
Moreover because a;  E A. we 
have maintained property (4.6.1). Now every 
element of B is of the form ý(m)b,  +a 
for some (ý, a) EExA. Define 
it :B -* A by . (m)b, + a) = a. By (4.6.1) and 
(4.6.2) Tr is a well-defined 
homomorphism of 1B into 91 which is the identity on A. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5(2). By Lemma 4.2 there is a set of formulas I which 
describes w, -filtrations for T** such that any wl-filtration of a module of 
cardinality co, satisfying I is a nice filtration. By Theorem 2.14(2), it suffices to 
prove that if A and B are models of T** of cardinality w,, {A Iv< col} and 
{B Iv<a 1} are nice filtrations of A and B and v° <""" <p <w, and 
f: C -* B is 
an embedding of a finitely-generated substructure of WO = (A, A0 """ Aj into 
°= (B, B0 "". B. ) (i. e., Ak cp[A,, a] qBk cp[B;, f (a)] for all aEC, and all atomic 
formulas cp of L**), then (s%X°, a)aEc =. ( °, f(a))a¬c" By Theorem 1.7 it suffices 
to prove that whenever v < g. <"""<p and aeA,, f (a) E B,,,, then 
%=(A, Avo... A,, Aµß... AIL., a)a¬c 
is elementarily equivalent to 
T= (B, Bo ... B, BW1 ... Bam, J (a))0. EC. 
Now by an abuse of terminology we may regard W and Z as elements of Kn+m" 
(Note that f is a K+,  embedding since ae Aµß, 
f(a) E Bµ1,. ) If we identify C with 
its image under f, then W and S have a common substructure CS E Kn+,,,. d. 
Replacing % and T by elementary extensions we may assume that s2I and ý8 are 
saturated and of cardinality > the cardinality of an injective hull of & (See [11, 
3.17 and 3.11] for the existence of injective hulls) Now by Lemma 4.6 ?1 and ¶ 
are injective and hence contain an injective hull of C9, which is unique up to 
isomorphism [11, Proposition 3.15]. Thus we may assume that E is injective and 
hence a retract of W and Z. So' = WERT, ¶= VG CS, and it suffices to prove 
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Say %= (A', AO """A,,, +, ), 
(B', Bö """ Bn+m)" By the same kind of argu- 
ment as in the proof of 4.3, '! 1' is elementarily equivalent to 8' if for all 
cp, T, ind (As, q, P) = ind (Bö, (p, II') and for all i= it + m, ind 
(A; +, /A;, q, Y') _ 
ind (Bi+1/B;, q, T). But this follows from the additivity of the invariants, using the 
fact that A 
'and 
B are L(m)-equivalent and the definition of a nice filtration (cf. 
Cherlin [3, p. 2041). 
Corollary 4.7. If A is a pure submodule of B and A is L(m)-equivalent to B, then 
A is a strong L(va)-elementary substructure of B. Hence for modules every (weak) 
L(va)-elementary substructure is a strong L(am)-elementary substructure. 
Proof. We derive the result from 4.5(2) using a more general version of Theorem 
2.13 for languages with mixed predicate symbols (cf. the Remark following 4.4). 
An inspection of the proof of 2.13 will show that we can conclude that A is a 
strong L(az)-elementary substructure of B once we show that there is a cub `ß in 
B such that for all fi(x) of the form (4.4.1), all HE'¬, and all a¬ A, 
Bk C(a) mod H if and only if Ak ý(a) mod (H rl A ). (4.7.1). 
(It is important for the proof that C(x) is not arbitrary but of the special form 
(4.4.1). ) Since the set of H satisfying (4.7.1) is easily seen to be closed, it suffices 
to prove that any countable HO in B is contained in a countable 11 satisfying 
(4.7.1). By the countable completeness of the cub filter we can fix attention on a 
single C, which in order to simplify the notation (though the argument is general) 
we assume has the form 
3y1, Y2(rY1+r'2Y2-x=0). 
List all elements {h, IiE z} of H (if C were a conjunction of k equations, we 
would list k-tuples of elements of H(, ). Suppose that for ieI there is an element 
a; eA such that there are b',, b2 EB such that 
r, b; +r2b2-a; = h,. (4.7.2) 
Since A is pure in B there exist elements c`,, c2, d, r= A such that 
r, c; +r2cz-a, =d,. (4.7.3) 
Let H, = H+(d;: iE I). Now if ßr C(a) mod H,,, say 
r, b, +rzb2-a=h; (4.7.4) 
for some iEI. Then (subtracting (4.7.2) from (4.7.4)) 
r, (b, - b`, )+rz(bz- bz)+(a, - a) = 0. (4.7.5) 
So since A is pure in B, there exist a,, a2E A such that 
r, a, +r2a2+(at-a)=0. (4.7.6) 
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Adding (4.7.6) to (4.7.3) we obtain 
rl(c; +a1)+r2(c2+a2)- a= 
hence 
Ak 4(a) mod (Hl f1 A). 
Continuing, we define H+, g H such that if B ýC(a) mod Hn, then AI 
C(a) mod (H+, n A). Then H= U¬., H is the desired submodule. 
In the case of abelian groups we have an explicit set of invariants for 
elementary equivalence (see [9] or [32]). Let us define D. (p; A), Tf. (p; A), 
U.. (p, n; A) as in Eklof and Fisher [9] except that (just as we did for 
ind_ (A, cp, 'I')) we distinguish between w and cwI. Moreover, define 
0 if A has bounded order, 
w if A does not have bounded order but A/A' has Expý(A) = bounded order for some countable A', 
w1 otherwise. 
Let T** c L(az) be the extension by definitions of the first order theory of abelian 
groups in which statements about the invariants above are made atomic, and also 
the relations nIx and nIx mod s (for each n> 0) are made atomic. Then the 
same methods as used above prove: 
Theorem 4.8. (1) Abelian groups A and B are L(az)-equivalent if and only if for 
all primes p and all n, U,,,, (p, n; A) = Uý (p, n; B), DQ (p; A) = D_ (p; B), 
Tf, 
Q, 
(p; A) = Tf. (p; B) and Expo, (A) = Expm, (B). 
(2) T** strongly admits elimination of quantifiers. 
Corollary 4.9. The L(m)-theory of abelian groups is decidable. 
Proof. Since there is a completeness theorem for L(az), the result follows from 
4.8 in the same way as for first-order logic. 
In the next sections we prove that certain structures (such as III or w, ) which 
have first-order decidable theories also have decidable L(, M)-theories. This is not 
always the case, even for finitely-determinate structures: 
Example 4.10. Let Xcu, be a non-recursive set. For a fixed prime q, let 
A= ®n_1Z(q")("d where 
if nEX, 
a° tw if nýX. 
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The first-order theory of A is decidable (since the Szmielew invariants D (p; A), 
H (p; A), U (p, n; A), Exp (A) are effectively computable). But the L(ia)-theory 
of A is undecidable (since UU (q, n; A)>w if and only if nE X). 
Corollary 4.11. There are abelian groups A and B such that A and B are 
L(Q )-equivalent but not L(az)-equivalent (where Q, r is the quantifier 
"there exist 
>X many". ) 
Proof. Let A=ZI'I®C(`"d, B =Then A and B are not L(a )- 
equivalent (since Tf- (A; p) =w and Tf_ (B; p) = w,, or more simply, because 
Als is divisible for almost all countable s but the same is not true for B). On the 
other hand, the criterion of Baudisch [2] says that two groups are 
equivalent if and only if they have the same (first-order) Szmielew invariants and 
satisfy the same sentences of the form: 
µ(p, n)=Qx(px=01\p" Ix), 
v(m)=Qx(m 1 x) 
where p is a prime and n, m are natural numbers (n > 0, m> 0). Clearly, then, A 
and B are L(Q,,,, )-equivalent. 
We return to the setting of arbitrary modules and consider L(az)-model- 
companions. We can extend the first-order result of Eklof and Sabbagh [10] to 
obtain the following. 
Theorem 4.12. For any countable ring R, the theory of R-modules has an L(aa)- 
model-companion if and only if R is coherent. 
Proof. Let T be the theory of R-modules. Suppose that T has an L(arz)-model- 
companion T*. Then, just as for first-order logic, T* admits elimination of 
quantifiers (cf. Theorem 2.14(1)), and, just as in Cherlin [8, p. 162], it follows that 
the Xa-injective R-modules are axiomatizable by a set of sentences of first-order 
logic (because the quantifier free formulas w(m., ) belong to Lm). Hence R is 
coherent (see [8] or [10]). 
Conversely, suppose R is coherent. Our argument will follow along the lines of 
the presentation in Cherlin [8]. For any sequence (r, q) = (r, --. r, q, --" qm) E 
R"+", call it relevant if for all j=1, ... , m, q, 
ý Y,, %, r; R. For relevant (r, q) let 
Ann. (r, q) be the sentence: 
ais3x(A r; x=0n A q; x#OA A _1s(q, x)). 
Let T* be the theory of K0-injective R-modules plus the sentences Ann-, (r, q) 
for all relevant (r, q). We claim that T* is the L(a)-model-companion of T. First, 
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T and T* are mutually model-consistent because every R-module N is contained 
in 
E(N)®G{E(R/I)(-, ): I an ideal of R} 
which is a model of T*. (Here E(M) denotes the injective hull of M. ) Next we 
claim that T* admits elimination of quantifiers. Suppose A and B are models of 
T* and f : (a)--> (b) is an isomorphism of finitely generated substructures. By 
definition of T* we can choose w, -filtrations {A, Iv <co1} and {B Iv <co } of 
pure submodules of A and B such that aE A0, bE Bo and for every v: -: - 
-1, A,,, /A. and B+1/B are fat (see Cherlin [8, p. 163]) (let A_, =0= B_, ). We 
must prove that for all vo <"""< vn 
(A, A0... A.., a) _ (B, Bo ... B,,,,, b). (4.12.1) 
We may assume that the structures above are X-saturated, where X> 
sup {card E(N): Na finitely-generated R-module}. Now f induces an isomorph- 
ism f: E((a)) -p E((6)); and we have 
Avo=B((a))®Ao; B0=E((b))®Bo 
where AO and B0 are elementarily equivalent because they are injective and fat 
and hence models of the L,,,,,, -model-companion of T. In general for k>0 
Ate.. = A, ®A, 
. 1/A,; 
B,,, = Bvk ®BVk I/B. 
and Ak/A, k and 
B, /B, are injective and fat hence elementarily equivalent. 
From this (4.12.1) follows easily. Thus T* admits elimination of quantifiers, and 
so whenever AgB are models of T*, A is an L(va)-elementary substructure of B 
(cf. Theorem 2.13). But then by Corollary 4.7, A is a strong L(Oa) -elementary 
substructure of B. Therefore T* is L(az)-model-complete. 
Finally, we consider the K-interpretation, where K is any regular uncountable 
cardinal (see Section 3). For any module A and any positive primitive formulas 
cp(x) and 1'(x) of L,,,,,,, if r= card (cpA/(cp^ fl TA)) define 
(min (W T) if T<K' 
indo, (A, q, T)S 
w, if z>-K. 
Theorem 4.13. (1) Every module is finitely-determinate for Lk(az). 
(2) If rc and A are regular uncountable cardinals, then for any modules A and B, 
A is (K A)-equivalent to B if and only if ind' (A, cp, II'') = ind. (B, co, Y') for all 
positive primitive cp(x), 11(x) of L,,,,,,. 
Proof. This follows from Theorems 3.2 and 4.3. 
Corollary 4.14. For any module A of cardinality >K there is a submodule B of A 
of cardinality a which is an L, (az)-elementary substructure of A. 
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Proof. By Theorem 4.13(1) and (the a-analog of) Theorem 2.6. 
Corollary 4.15. The LK(az) and L., (ac) theories of R-modules are the same. 
Proof. Because of Theorem 3.2 it suffices to prove that for any module A there is 
a module B such that A is (a,,, a)-equivalent to B. Given A, let A, be a 
countable Submodule which belongs to a nice filtration of A; in particular, for any 
cp, P if ind_ (A, cp, 1F) < w, then ind_ (A/A0, cp, IP) = 0, and otherwise 
ind_ (A/AO, q, 1I) = w,. Let B= A0®(A/A(, )(K'. Then by the choice of AO and by 
the additivity of the invariants, indQ (B, (p, W) = ind, (A, cp, 'P) for all cp, T. By 
Theorem 4.13(2) we are done. 
The following extends to modules a result of Baudisch [2] for abelian groups. 
(He proved it for singular K as well. ) 
Corollary 4.16. For any regular cardinal K, the L(QK) and L(Q', ) theories of 
R-modules are the same. 
S. Finitely determinate fields 
In this section we shall prove that the L(am)-theories of C, I, and O,, are L(a)- 
model-complete and decidable. This extends results of Vinner [33] where the 
L(Q. ) theories of C and l were shown to be L(Q. )-model-complete. 
To prove that a theory Tg L(az) all of whose models are finitely determinate is 
L(az)-model-complete it suffices to prove that for any models Fc E of T there is 
a cub T in E such that: 
(0) for all nEw, if E, c"""c E are elements of T, then 
(F, Ef1F" "" E f1 F)<(E, E" "" E). 
The following lemma provides the desired cub in the cases we will consider: 
Lemma 5.1. Let E be algebraically closed or of characteristic zero. Let F be a 
subfield of E which is algebraically closed in E. Then there is a cub IC in E such that 
for every E' E IC, E' is linearly disjoint from F over E' fl F. 
Proof. Since the set of all such E' is clearly closed it suffices to prove that every 
countable subset of E is contained in such a countable E. Let X be a transcen- 
dence basis of F over the prime field k, and let Y be a transcendence basis of E 
over F. Then XU Y is a transcendence basis of E over k, so it suffices to prove 
that if X' g X, Y' gY are countable subsets, then if we let E'= k(X' U Y')-, E' is 
linearly disjoint from F over E' fl F. (Here denotes (relative) algebraic closure in 
E. ) 
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We claim that E' fl F=k (X') If not, then there exists aE E' fl F such that a is 
not algebraic over k(X'). Let m%1 be minimal such that a is algebraic over 
k (X' U {y,, ... ' ym}) 
for some y ,,... , y,  E 
Y. Then y, is algebraic over 
k (X' U {y,, ..., y, _,, a}) 
(cf. Zariski and Samuel [35, p. 97, (S5)]. Hence, since 
aeF, y is algebraic over k (X U {y,, ..., y,,, 
}), thus _ contradicting the algebraic 
independence of Y over F. This proves the claim. 
Let L= k(X')r(Y'). Then L is linearly disjoint from F over k(X')- (by Lang [19, 
Proposition 3, p. 52]). Now F is a regular extension of k(X') (by Lang [19, 
Theorem 2, p. 56] since either k(X') is algebraically closed or has characteristic 
0). Hence FL is a regular extension of L (by Lang [19, Corollary 6, p. 58]) i. e., FL 
is linearly disjoint from the algebraic closure of L (a fortiori from L. ) over L. 
Therefore F and Lr are linearly disjoint over k (X')r = E' fl F (by Lang [19, 
Proposition 1, p. 50]). 
Robinson [28] and Macintyre [20] proved, by different methods, that if (F, F') c 
(E, E') are pairs of algebraically closed fields (resp. real closed fields) and if E' is 
linearly disjoint from F over F (and in the real closed case if F is dense in F and 
E' is dense in E), then (F, F) is an elementary substructure of (E, E'). Macintyre 
[21] proved the same results for p-adically closed fields. These results together 
with Lemma 5.1 give us (A) for the case n=0. Macintyre's argument [20] 
generalizes in a straightforward manner to prove the general case. However, since 
Macintyre [20] has not been published, we shall give here a proof of (A) (which 
follows along the lines of Macintyre [22]). 
Let Tacp, T«, Ta be the first-order theories of algebraically closed fields of fixed 
characteristic p, real closed, and p-adically closed fields respectively. Let T be 
Tacp plus the sentence Q,,,, x(x = x). Let T, be Try plus the sentences Q,,,, x(x = x) 
and 
aas dxdy(x<y-+3z(s(z)n(x<z<y)). 
Let Tä be TT plus the sentences Cý,, x(x = x) and 
arts Vx V7 (-y belongs to the value group --4 9y(s(y)A v(x - y)> y)). 
The added sentences in T« and T; say that a model has a countable dense 
subset. 
Theorem 5.2. Let T be T. 7 T, 7 or T. 
(1) Every model of T is finitely determinate. 
(2) T is complete as an L(am)-theory and hence decidable. 
(3) T is L(ca)-model-complete. 
Proof. We shall give only the proof of (3) and do it explicitly for the case of real 
closed fields. The proofs of (1) and (2) are very similar. The case of algebraically 
closed fields is simpler than the real closed case. (Of course for 7a, we have (1) 
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by Theorem 1.6(2). ) The justifications for some of the steps in the p-adically 
closed case may be found in Macintyre [22]. So suppose that FcE are real closed 
fields and Eo c"""c E are countable subfields of E such that E, and F are 
linearly disjoint over EE fl F for all i=0, ... ,n and 
FO (resp. E0) is dense in F 
(resp. E). Let F, = EE fl F. By the observations at the beginning of the section it 
suffices to prove that if F; 5k F; +, for all i, then for every a 
in F 
(F, Fo... F, a)=(E, Eo... E., a)" 
We may suppose that the structures are saturated. Without loss of generality we 
may suppose that a= (ao,... , ai+1) where a; E F, -F, _1. 
(Let F_1= 0, F+1= F), 
and for each i=0, ... ,n+1 there 
is a subsequence b, of a, which is a transcen- 
dence basis of Fi_1(a; ) over F; _1 such that any 
isomorphism of a subfield of F to a 
subfield of E which fixes all the b; also fixes all the a;. (Starting at the top with 
a+,, expand the sequence a so that a; _, 
includes the coefficients of the minimal 
polynomial of each element of a, over F, -, 
(b; ) - note that a, then belongs to the 
real closure of the field generated by a; _, and the 
b; and hence is fixed by any 
automorphism which fixes a; _1 and 
b; ). Since E; 
_, 
is linearly disjoint from F over 
F; 
_1, 
b, is algebraically independent over E; _,. 
Hence we can choose transcen- 
dence bases X; (resp. Y; ) of F, over F, _, 
(resp. E; over E, _, 
) such that b; E X; fl Y, 
and X, (resp. Y; ) is dense in F (resp. E). Thus X= Uiö Xi (resp. y= U n: 0 Y1) 
is a transcendence basis of F (resp. E) over the prime field. Then just as in 
Macintyre [22] we can define a system of partial -isomorphisms-each extending 
the identity map on the b, 's - which proves that (F, FO " .. Fn, a) is L,,,,, -equivalent 
to (E, E0".. En, a). 
Remark. In the p-adic case use the fact that F,, is dense in F to choose b, for i1 
and a,, such that any isomorphism which fixes the b; and a,, fixes all the a;. Then in 
the later part of the argument choose X0 (resp. Y() to be a transcendence basis of 
FO (resp. E0) over 0(a0), and define the partial isomorphisms so that they extend 
the identity on the b; 's and a0. 
Corollary 5.3. The L(az)-theories of C, IF and 0n are L(, aa)- model -complete and 
decidable. 
Theorem 5.4. Any relation on C, R or 0P which is L(az)-definable is actually 
L,,,,,, -definable (i. e., second-order quantifiers can be eliminated). 
Proof. It suffices to verify the hypothesis of Corollary 2.15, but they follow by the 
same techniques used in the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
Remark 5.5. In Macintyre [22] a Submodel A of B is said to be dense in B if 
every formula cp(x)EL(B) which is satisfied by infinitely many elements of B is 
satisfied by an element of A. Six assumptions are then made about a complete 
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theory T. (For T1. and T,,, these assumptions hold and the two notions of density 
are equivalent. ) For such a theory there is a complete theory Td such that 
(B, A) k Td if and only if B, AkT and A is dense in B. 
With T as above we can form the theory T- which says models are uncounta- 
ble and there is a cub of dense substructures. Here (1) and (2) of Theorem 5.2 
hold if T°'' is consistent. Is TT always consistent? When T`¢ is consistent can the 
second-order quantifiers be eliminated? Can second-order quantifiers be elimi- 
nated for all wl-categorical (first-order) theories? 4 
6. Finitely determinate linear orders 
In this section we consider the L(az)-theories of (IR, wl, 1+ (il " w, ) and 
(1+, n) - cü,, and prove, among other things, that they are decidable. We also 
prove that an ill-set is finitely-determinate. 
Of course we know from the previous section that (68, -) is finitely determinate 
and has a decidable theory. However, while the L(oz)-theory of (IR, +, ", .) does 
not strongly admit elimination of quantifiers, we have: 
Theorem 6.1. The L(ay)-theory of (Di, =) strongly admits elimination of quantifiers. 
Proof. Let T be the first-order theory of dense linear orders plus the sentences 
(Det) plus 
azs«Lt Vx Vy(x <y 3u(t(u) A1 s(u) A x< u< y)). 
Now (R, --) is a model of T. (Indeed, for any countable dense subset S of Ifs, if 
aeD- (S), where (S) is the additive subgroup of J generated by S, then 
{a +xIx r= S} is a dense subset of IR contained in fly - S. ) To prove that T strongly 
admits elimination of quantifiers (and hence is complete) we apply Theorem 
2.14(2). Since T includes the scheme (Det) we know that every model of T is 
finitely determinate. (Actually (Det) follows from the other axioms of T). Let I 
consist of formulas v0(so) and v, (so, s, ) which say, respectively, that so is dense in 
the universe and that sl - so is dense in the universe. Then by definition of T, . describes w, -filtrations for T (see the definition following 2.13). Let A and B be 
models of T of cardinality w1 and let {A, I v<w1}, {B I v<w, } be w, -filtrations 
of A and B respectively satisfying X. Let vo <""" <w,, <wl and let f: C --3- B be 
an embedding of a substructure of (A, Av0 "". A,, ) into (B, Bo """ BK). We must 
prove that 
(A, Aga ... A v. 9 a)QEc =_ (B, Bo... B,,,,, f (a))a¬c" 
° Baldwin has answered this question in the affirmative. 
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We may assume that C is finite. By Theorem 1.7 it suffices to prove that for all 
µo <"""<µ, n < w, with v < µo and aEA,,, o, 
f (a) E Ba for all aeC, that 
(A, Av0 ... A,, , A,, ... A, _, a)aEc 
= (B, Bvo ... Bvn7 B,,,,... Bam, f(a))a¬c" 
Define a back-and-forth system 9 to consist of all partial isomorphisms g: A' - 
B' with finite domain which extend f: C --+ f (C). Given g: A'--)- B' in 9 and uEA 
(or vE B) we must show how to extend g to an element of 9' with u in its domain 
(or v in its range). Say A' = {a, <"""< ak} and say for some i, a; <u<a; +, and 
say ue A-A,,. (The argument is similar if u< a0, uEA, ti -A , etc. 
) Then 
since B,,., -B., is dense in B, there exists u' E B ,, - 
B,, such that f(a1) < u' < 
f (a; +l). So extend g 
by mapping u to u'. 
Remark. The models of Th_ (Ia, -) are the separable dense chains with no 
countable intervals. 
Now we consider w, -like dense linear orders. As has been noticed by J. 
Hutchinson and J. Silver, any two w, -like dense linear orderings with a first 
element and no last element (heaeafter denoted dlo's), are L., -equivalent, hence 
L(Q. )-equivalent. 
However, we can distinguish three complete L(va)-types. Let T 
be the L(QQ)-theory of uncountable w, -like dense linear orderings with a first 
element. Let To be T plus the sentence 
aas(--13x(x =sup s). 
Let T, be T plus the sentence 
aris(3x(x =sup s)). 
Let T2 be T plus the sentence 
stat s(3x(x =sups)) A stat s(-i3x(x =sup s)). 
Let i be the order type of the rationals. 
Theorem 6.2. The only model of To (resp. T, ) is I+(-q - co) (resp. (1 +, q) " W, ), 
which is finitely-determinate; T2 is L(c )-complete and no model of T2 is finitely- 
determinate. T is L(a)-decidable. T strongly admits elimination of quantifiers. T, 
admits elimination of quantifiers but does not strongly admit elimination of quan- 
tifiers. 
Proof. We make use of the classification by J. Conway (Ph. D. Thesis, Cambridge, 
England; see also Hutchinson [16]) of w, -like dlo's. For each Ac to, let P(A) be 
where 
Ta_ 
J1+T7 aeA, 
71 a0 A. 
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Then every w, -like dlo is of the form 1(A) for some Acw, with 0 (-=A, and 
fi(A) = 'P(B) if and only if A fl C=B fl C for some cub C in w,. Thus 
1+(, q " wl) = P({0}) is the only model of To and (1 + v) " w, = O(w) is the only 
model of T1. By theorem 1.6(2) they are finitely determinate. The models of T2 
are all the «(A) where A is a stationary and co-stationary subset of col; the 
defining sentence of T2 makes it clear that no model of T2 is finitely-determinate. 
The fad that any two models of T2 are L(va)-equivalent may be proved using the 
back-and-forth criterion of Kaufmann [18, Chapter III; Definition 2.2]. 
To prove that To strongly admits elimination of quantifiers, let .= 
{Q(so)} 
where o (so) says that so is an initial segment without a sup. Clearly I describes 
W, -filtrations for To. Given models A and B of To (isomorphic to I+ (TI " 0)1)) and 
filtrations A= U, 
w, 
A,,, B= U, 
ý, 
B. satisfying Z, and given vo <"""<v,, and 
an embedding f: C -> B of a finite subset of (A, A0 " .. Aj into (B, B0 """ B. ) 
it is easy to see that 
(A, A0... A,, 
, a)a¬c = 
(B, B0 ... B,,, f(a))aEc. 
A similar argument shows that (1 + -q) " w, is finitely-determinate and Tl admits 
elimination of quantifiers. T, does not strongly admit elimination of quantifiers 
since x= sups is not equivalent to a quantifier-free formula (cf. Example 2.10). 
(The proof used for To breaks down because f is not assumed to preserve sups of 
the A,, B,; ) However, the expansion by definition of T, in which x= sup s is 
made atomic does strongly admit elimination of quantifiers. 
Remarks. (1) M. Kaufmann proved that 1+(-q " w, ), (1+i) - w, and w, are 
finitely determinate, using his back-and-forth criterion. 
(2) Note that To and T, are sentences of L(az) with exactly one uncountable 
model. By a theorem of Shelah [30], no sentence of L(Q,,, ) has this property. 
(3) Using the back and forth criterion of Makowsky and Shelah [23] one can 
prove that any two w, -like dense linear orderings are Lam-equivalent. Hence 
there are finitely determinate models which are LP"-equivalent but not L(va)- 
equivalent (cf. the remark following 4.3). 
Let Th (w1) be the first-order theory of (w1, <), which is decidable (Mostowski 
and Tarski [26]). Note that if ca is any sentence in Th (w, ), and q, Y' is cp relativized 
to {x Ixa y}, then yE Th (w1), since for any a, {(3I /3 a a} - col. 
Let T be Th (col) plus the sentence aas 3x Vy(s(y)Hy <x). 
Theorem 6.3. T is L(az)-complete, hence T is a set of axioms for the L(m)-theory 
of &)I. 
Proof. If A is a model of T of cardinality w, we shall prove that A is 
finitely-determinate. By definition of T, A has an w, -filtration W such that each 
SEW is of the form {x EAjx< a} for some aEA. Let A1,. .., A be elements of 
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le, a= ao, ... , a, E A. Choose Tg T such that 
if BEV, then U!, = I 
A; c B, aEB 
and (B, A, """A,,, a)< (A, A, """ A, a). We claim that whenever B, c""cB,,,, 
Bic """cB;  are elements of re', then 
(A, Bi. B,, Al... A, a)=(A, B;... gm, Al-.. An, a). (6.4.1) 
Note that B; +, - B. = w, since B; +, < A and there 
is some aEB; +, such that 
B; +, - B; = 
{x E B; +, 
Ix a} (cf. remark preceding the theorem). Similarly B; +, - 
B; = w,, and A-B,  = w, =A-B; . 
A back-and-forth argument shows that the 
multi-sorted structures 
'Ll = (A - Bm, Bm - Bm-1 ... B2-BI, (B1, A1... An, a)) 
and 
s '=(A-B,,, B' -D' ... BZ-Bi, (Bi, A1 ... AR, a)) 
are elementarily equivalent since corresponding elements of the (m + 1)-tuples are 
elementarily equivalent. Then (6.4.1) follows since (A, B, """B, , A, ""A, a) 
can be defined from 2C and (A, B; """B; , A, A, a) 
from W. This completes 
the proof that A is finitely determinate. A very similar argument (using Theorem 
1.7) proves that T is L(az)-complete. 
Remark. Gurevich has pointed out that the decidability of Th. (w, ) follows from 
Buchi's result on the decidability of the monadic theory of w,. 
Corollary 6.4. The L(oa)-theories of w, -n and w; are decidable for all n <w. 
Proof. Apply theorem 1.9. 
The following result was first proved by Barwise and Kunen (see Kaufmann 
[18, Chapter III, Remark 4.3(ii)] for a sketch of their proof). 
Theorem 6.5 (Barwise-Kunen). Any relation on (W,, --) which is L(oa)-definable 
is actually L,,,,,, -definable. 
Proof. The verification of the hypotheses of Corollary 2.15 is very similar to the 
proof of Theorem 6.3. (Let 1 describe w, -filtrations consisting of initial seg- 
ments. ) 
Theorem 6.6. An q, -set is finitely-determinate. 
Proof. Let us denote by "dlo" a dense linear ordering without endpoints. If 
(A, =) s (B, --) are dlo's, a cut in A is a partition of A into two sets A, -- A2 with 
at most one point in common. We say B makes the cut C= (A,, A2) in A if for 
some bEB, A, = {a EAIa- b} and A. = {a EAIa% b}; in this case we say bEC. 
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Note that an rql-set L has the following properties: 
(a) if Ac Il is countable, then for all acA there are b,, b2 E (2 such that 
b1<a< b2 and for all a, E A, either a1<b,, a, > b2 or a, = a; 
(b) If Ac , fl is countable, then D makes all possible cuts 
in A. 
We will prove that (2 is finitely-determinate by means of a general lemma about 
sequences of dlo's. We define a random sequence, A, c"""c An, of countable 
dense linear orderings by induction on n. A, is a random sequence if it is a 
countable d1o. A sequence of countable dlo's, AI c Ak c Ak+l, is a random 
sequence of countable dlo's if: 
(i) for each aEA, there exists a,, a2 E A, +, such that al <a< a2 and for all 
a3 E A, either a3 < al or a3 > a2 or a3 =a; 
(ii) A; +, makes the cuts (0, A; ) and (A;, 
0) in A,; 
(iii) for all i>j1 the {cuts A; makes in Al which A; does not make in A, } is 
dense in A,; 
(iv) If C is a cut which Ak+l makes in Al and for some i: -: -2 there is aEA; fl C, 
then A, f1 Cc"""c Ak+l fl C is a random sequence of countable dlo's. 
Note that by properties (a) and (b) of Sl if Al c"""cA,, (c12) is a random 
sequence of countable dlo's, then T_ {A c , {Z 
1A1c"""cA. cA is a random 
sequence of countable dlo's} is a cub. 
Lemma 6.7. Suppose Al c"""c A and B1 c"""cB,, are two random sequences 
of countable d1o's. There is an isomorphism f: An -> B such that f maps A, onto 
B,. Further if A1= B1, ... , 
Ak = Bk and al, ... , a, E Ak, 
f can be chosen so that 
f(a; )=a; (i-, m). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. We take as our induction hypothesis the 
statement of the lemma with the strengthening that for any aEA, and b r= B, if 
a*a; and b 96 a; (j m) and a, <a<a; iff a, <b<a; -(i, j_ m), then f can be 
chosen so that f (a) = b. For n =1 this is just the fact that every finite partial 
isomorphism between two countable dlo's can be extended to an isomorphism. 
Suppose the induction hypothesis holds for n -- k and Al c"""c Ak+l and 
B, c ... c Bk+, are random sequences of countable dense linear orders. Let C be 
the dense linear order with endpoints whose elements are the cuts Ak+l makes in 
A,. For ik+1 let C, = {c ECIi is the least integer such that A. nc 0}. Of 
course, C=U; --k +I C,. Note that by (ii) the endpoints are in C2. Similarly define 
D=UD;, the dense linear order with endpoints whose elements are the cuts Bk+, 
makes in B1. Since each of the C, and D, are dense in C (respectively D) and the 
endpoints are in C2 (respectively D2) we can find an isomorphism g: C -* D such 
that g maps C, onto Di. Further we can choose g such that if a; E c, and a1 E d;, 
then g(c; ) = d; and if aEc and bEd, then g(c) = d. 
By the definition of a random sequence if ceC, and i: 2, then A; ncc"""c 
Ak+, nc is a random sequence of countable dlo's. So by induction, for each ceC 
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there is an isomorphism f, :c- g(c) such that: for all aec and i :2 if a r= A;, 
then fc(a) E B;; if CE Cl and a (respectively b) is the unique element of c 
(respectively g(c)) in A, (respectively B1), then ff(a)=b; and if aEc, then 
f. (a1) = a;. So UcEC f, is the required isomorphism. This proves the lemma. 
Now to prove the theorem, if 0 is an r1, -set let re(O) = {A 0IA is a countable 
dlo}. If A, c""" A G Sl is a random sequence of countable dlo's, let 
IC(A, """ A) = {A cQIA, .... A cA is a random sequence of countable 
dlo's}. Suppose now that A0, """, A,,, As, ..., A',, a0, ... , a, and 
k are as in the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1.3(2). Choose B, B' such that 
(B, A0 ... An, ap ... ar)< (0, A0 ... A, ao ... a, ) 
and 
(B', Aö ... A;,, ao ... a, )< (fl, A' ... A,,, ao ... a, ) 
and both AO c""c A cB and AO c"""cAnc B' are random sequences. By 
Lemma 6.7 there is an isomorphism f: B -* B' such that f maps A. onto A; and 
f(a, )=a; (for all i=0,..., n, j=0,..., r). Thus 
(B, Ao ... A, a, a, ) ý- (BI, Aol ... A',,, ao a, ) n 
and hence 
(11, Ao ... A, a0 ... a, ) _ (f ,Ao... A, a0 ... a, 
). 
Corollary 6.8. The L(az)-theory of q, -sets is complete and decidable. 
Proof. In fact, the proof of the theorem, together with Theorem 1.7 shows that it 
is axiomatized by the sentences 
azs """ aas (s, C s2 C"""c s is a random sequence of dlo's) 
which form a complete theory. 
We conclude this section by using linear orders to give some promised exam- 
ples. 
Theorem 6.9. There is a sentence of L(az) which is not equivalent to one in prenex 
form. 
Proof. We will construct two models which satisfy the same sentences in prenex 
form but are not L(az)-equivalent. Partition a, into w disjoint stationary subsets 
{S In <wj. Let (U, <) be rI +(1+, q) " w,. Let V=w. Choose f: U -b V such that: 
(i) f ((I, 'r)) =n if and only if TES ; and 
(ii) for all n, C(n) is dense. 
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Let %=(UU V, U, V, < f) (assume Un V =O). 
Next let V' =w+1 (again disjoint from U). Choose g: U -p V such that: 
(i) g((1, T)) =n if and only if TE Sn; and 
(ii) for all n <w + 1, g-'(n) is dense. 
Let sZ = (U U V, U, V', <, g). 
Note that 
%k Vx stat s(V(x) -f (sup (s n U)) = x) 
and 0 doesn't satisfy this sentence. It only remains to verify that W and Z satisfy 
the same prenex sentences. 
For each T<wl let CT=(rl+(1+-q) " T)U V and let DT =(71+(1+rl) " T)U V. 
So c' = {CT IT < w1} and 9= {D,, IT<W, } are cubs for % and Z respectively. We 
will show that whenever To< """< -r 
, fn CTn) (CTn, ... , c,., u fl c, v, <n 
CTn2 3 
23 (Dr,..., DTI, UflDT.., V', <flDT. , gnD.. 
). 
By an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 1.7, this suffices to show 'I and 
3 satisfy the same prenex sentences. 
Build the isomorphism cp in stages. For i--n, let cp((1, T; )) = (1, , r; ) and 
cp(f ((1, cp. )) = g((1, cp. )). Then extend cp to a bijection from V to V. Finally extend 
p to an isomorphism by the back-and-forth method. 
We have already seen that every finitely determinate structure has an L(az)- 
elementary substructure of cardinality w, (Theorem 2.6). The proof in Ben-David 
[6] that this may not hold for arbitrary structures uses the principle E(0)2). Recall: 
if K is a regular cardinal, then E(K) asserts that there is a stationary subset EK 
such that Ec {a I cf(a) = w} and E fl a is not stationary for any limit a<K. The 
following result arose in a conversation between the second author and J. P. 
Burgess while they were trying to understand the proof in Ben-David [6]. 
Theorem 6.10. If for some regular cardinal rc > w,, E(a) holds, then there is a 
structure of cardinality i with no L(az)-elementary substructure of cardinality co,. 
Proof. Let EK witness that E(K) holds. Choose R9Kx co xK such that if 
cf (a) = w, then {(31 for some n<w, (a, n, ß) e R} is a cofinal subset of a. Let 
W= (rc, <, E, R). Suppose 3<o,, 2i and 13I =o. Let ß be the supremum of B. 
(We will not distinguish between the structure and its universe. ) Since P<K and 
cf (ß) ý-- w,, ß<K. In fact cf (ß) = W,. Otherwise S8 and hence % would satisfy 
"aas Yx 3y(S(Y) Ay, x)" 
Choose Xs, a cofinal sequence of order type W 1. Let C be the closure in ß 
of X. We will show CcT. To do this it suffices to show if YcX is countable, 
then sup YE 93. Consider a countable Y. Since T is well-ordered, we can choose a 
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to be the least element of 3 , sup Y. By the choice of a, ßk "cf (a) = w" (i. e., 
T k"azs(sup (s fl a) = a)"). Since T <Q%, 2C k "cf (a) = w". Hence cf (a) = u,. Sup- 
pose a sup Y. Then for some n<w and ordinal a,, (a, n, an) ER and a> a 
sup Y. But since T <_W, a E T. So a is not the least element of Ba sup Y. 
Hence CcZ. 
By the choice of E, there is a cub C' c C, such that C' fl E=0. Hence 
Tkc zs(iE(sup (s))). But S21 kstat s(E(sup (s))). 
For E(a) to fail for every regular K> co, is fairly strong assumption. Using the 
Jensen covering theorem, it is not hard to show that if E(A) fails, where A is a 
singular cardinal, then 0* exists. So Theorem 6.10 answers a question of Kunen 
(Barwise et al. [1, p. 222], who asked whether the statement that every structure 
has an L(aaz)-elementary substructure of cardinality co, implies the existence of 0. 
7. Some non-finitely determinate structures 
In this section we give examples of Boolean algebras, groups and rings which 
are not finitely determinate. 
Theorem 7.1. There is a Boolean algebra which is not finitely determinate. 
Proof. Let E be a stationary and co-stationary subset of co such that OEE. 
Define an ordered set 12 = Y., T., where 
J1+77 if aEE, 
T° 
71 if aOE 
(71 = the order type of the rationals). The interval algebra B (12) is the Boolean 
subalgebra of P(L) generated by the initial segments, {x E (l Ix< y}(y E fl). So 
the elements of B(12) are finite unions of half-open intervals [x, y) or [x, °). The 
unbounded elements of B(Q) are characterized by the following formula, denoted 
Unbdd (u) 
azsVv(ucv-+s(v)) 
i. e., if bE B(11), B(f)»Unbdd (b) if and only if b is unbounded as a subset of , R. (This is because b r= B(n) is unbounded if and only if there are only countably 
many elements of B(fl) greater than b). Let Bdd (b) be -iUnbdd W. Notice that 
W={sI for some a<w,, U {b eslb is bounded}= 1 Tp 
} 
ß<a 
is a cub in B(, R). Let cp(() be 
1(v))). 3u Vv((Bdd (v)/\ t(v) --> u 20 n (u 2v - 
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Then for any countable subset t of B (d2), B (fl) t cp (t) if and only if there exists 
be B(12) which is the least upper bound of all bounded elements of t. By the 
definition of B(Q) we have B(Sh)ý-stat t cp(t) and B(fZ)kstat t-rcp(t). Therefore 
B(D) is not finitely determinate. 
Corollary 7.2. There are 2"" L(tz)-complete extensions of the theory of Boolean 
algebras. 
Proof. Partition co, into countably many stationary subsets E, n -- 1. For any 
subset A of W -{Q}, let 1A= , E., zä , where zct =n+q 
if aEE,, and neA, and 
Ta =i otherwise. Then as in the proof of the theorem one may show that there is 
for each n%1a formula cp (t) such that B (12A) k cptt (t) if and only if the union of 
the bounded elements of t is immediately succeeded by a discrete sequence of 
exactly n elements. Thus B(12, )kstat t(cp(t)) if and only if nEA. 
Remark. It is well-known that the L,,,,,, -theory of Boolean algebras has only 
countably many complete extensions; Weese [34] has shown that the theory of 
Boolean algebras has 2'° L(0.,,, )-complete extensions. Also, Seese, Tuschik and 
Weese have recently proved that the L(az)-theory of Boolean algebras is undecid- 
able. 
Before giving examples of groups and rings which are not finitely determinate, 
we recall the construction of a Boolean power (cf. Neumann and Yakamuro [27]). 
Suppose A is a structure and .0 is a Boolean algebra which is a Subalgebra of the 
power set algebra P(I). Let A"' be the substructure of A' (the direct product of I 
copies of A) such that: ýE A`sý if for all aeA {i I ý(i) = a} E .0 and ý takes only 
finitely many values. (We thank Jack Plotkin for calling our attention to the 
literature on this construction which we originally learned from J. Stavi who 
independently discovered it. ) 
Theorem 7.3. If G is a finite simple non-abelian group and .0 is not finitely 
determinate, then G(" is not finitely determinate. 
Proof. Neumann and Yakamuro define a function v from ideals J of .0 to normal 
subgroups Jv of G('), where 
Jv =1rß E Gis' {i ý(i) 11 E J} 
and they prove that v is an isomorphism of the lattice of ideals of .% to the lattice 
of normal subgroups of G"I if G is non-abelian simple. By identifying elements 
of I with the principal ideals they generate this induces an isomorphism of .0 with 
the set of minimal normal subgroups of G(s). If G is finite, then there is a 
first-order formula cp(x, y) such that for ,iE G" G"s'Iz (, 1) if and only if ý 
and 71 belong to the same minimal normal subgroup of G' i. e., i is a product of 
conjugates of ý and vice versa. (Since G is finite the number of conjugates needed 
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is bounded. ) Thus (. 0, --) is a definable quotient of Gis), so Gis' is not finitely 
determinate. 
Remark. G"I is quite a well-behaved group: it is residually finite and of bounded 
exponent. 
Theorem 7.4. Ps) is not finitely determinate (as a ring). 
Proof. First note that 
je EZ'"14(i)=0 or e(i)=1}={EZ(s)1 e2=e} 
So this set is first-order definable. Call it Idem. We now define a partial ordering 
on Idem by i; if t- rl = i. This is again a first-order definition. Also ý --, q if 
and only if {i I i; (i)= 1)21i 171(i)= 11. So (Idem, c). Hence 7C'" is not 
finitely determinate. 
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Added in proof 
E. Rosen has pointed out that the proof of Theorem 2.5(2) does not work if 
IBI>w, (since it is not clear that ß(Q) need contain a cub). However, a 
correct - and simpler - proof of (1) and (2) may he given as follows. If FcG 
there is a set . of L(az) sentences such that F< p, 
G if and only if (G, F) k 2:. It 
follows from the Downward Löwenheim-Skolem Theorem for L(4a) that it 
suffices to prove 2.5 for structures of cardinality - (o,, which is easy, using 2.3. 
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